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PREFACE
Oeoftrey Chaucer is one of the greatest poets of our
English literature.

If Shakespeare stands apart as our

greatest, then it is John Milton who must dispute with
Chaucer the honor of second place.

Milton undoubtedly sur-

passes Chaucer in the grandeur of his imagination and the
sublimity

or

his poetic style; but "he cannot equal him in

the range and variety or his art.tt

On one hand we have

Chaucer, the grave and serious poet. always keenly conscious
that "our human life is a shifting quicksand of mutability,
that lasting happiness can never be our earthly portion;"
whereas we have but to turn the page and find evidence of
his sprightly fancy and lively wit and hum.or--hum.or that
ranges all the way from the most delicate hint

or

the ludi-

crous to the broadest farce--a farce that is often anything
but delicate.l
lBritish .fQ._etrv

!ru! Prose, -nQeof£rey Chaucer,n ed.

by Paul R. Lieder, Robert M. Lovett, and Robert K. Root,

Boston, 1950, vol. I, p. 95.

i
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Further, he brought to English poetry a wide range
of experience.

As a yrung man we know that he saw military

service, and as an older man he twice made the long journey
In &gland, bis duties in the custom house and

to Italy.

other emplo)'lllents in civil government allowed him to associate with and talk with all sorts and conditions of men.
However, if he knew the world of experience. he was equally
familiar with the world of books.
cious reader.

He must have been a vora-

It is said that he possesBed a library

or

some

sixty volumes, which in fourteenth century England was an
imposing collection. He bad not only read or looked into
the Latin classics, but he was also intimately acquainted
with the courtly poets of France, and bis knowledge of Italian
opened for him the great pages
Boccaccio.

or

Dante, Petrarch, and

Besides literature, we know Chaucer to have been

interested in the pseudo-science of bis day, astronomy, the
mysteries ot alchemy, and he knew in detail the medieval
theory or dreams.

And, throughout hie poetry we find evi-

dence ot the philosopher--eometimes serious, sometimes
delightfully ironical.

It is not strange that one ot his

contemporaries aptly rei"era to him as the "noble phlloaophi•
c

cal poet in English."

range

or

:,

And in addition to the variety and

his poetry, he had shown

• • • that our newly recovered English could
be the vehicle of poetry as elevated and

111

profound as that ot any poet who ueed the
more exalted medium or Latin,_ or as light
and grace!Ul·aa that ot any courtly singer
ot France--but he waa also a poet who could
condescend at times to write a lively tale
ot :ribald farce.2
It is, then, these intrinsic qualities ot Chaucer's
genius that f'rom bis own age to thia have made him a moving
force in English literature.

Indeed no poet since bis has

exerted a greater influence on the writers

or

subsequent

ages than tbia f'irat great English poet, writing, as it were,
in the dawn ot our language.

Chaucer'• own contemporaries

were the first to recognize and_ pay tribute to his genius.
Throughout the fifteenth and aixteenth centuries, the man's
poetic personality constantly revealed itself in the literature

or

England and Scotland.

Otten this in!luence was

'

largely academic; however, on occasion we find instances of
an author who not only understood, but who 81ncerely tried to
capture the spirit ot Chaucer's penetrating psychology,
catholic sympathy, and objective but deeply human charity.
Unfortunately, towards the close of the sixteenth

century Chaucer's position as master poet is less prominent.
He: was generally looked upon by the Elizabethans as not only
obscure. but somewhat barbarous. -And, it was not until
---

Dryden modernised several of Chaucer's poems in bis volume
2

.

!lUJ!., PP• 95-96.

iv

called the Fables Anci,nb

~

Mpdttn; published at the close

of the seventeenth century, that interest in the poet rose
from its low ebb.
To a large extent, this brief outline represents the
scope of this present study.
carefully

selec~ed

I have endeavoured to present

evidence by which to illustrate the vast

influence which Chaucer'a ageless genius exerted

th•

ove~

poote ot England and Scotland during the three hundred years
which fQllowed hie death.

This investigation, however, is

by no means to be taken as an exhaustive survey or the

Chaucerian innuence during those three centuries of English
literary history.

It ia, rather. a selective study of the

most significant, and in some cases. the most curious examples
0

ot this infiuence. In certain instances, I have used

my own.

judgment in thia selection; more often, however, I have chosen
to accept the example given preference by the authors or my
aource material.

I can merely express the hope that tbia

selection has been appropriate to the general thesis ot this

study.
By way ot introduction, it would perhaps be well. to·

note the arrangement I have given to the various authors discussed in this paper.

AJJ:aost without exception my organilsa-

tion has been chronological.

The positions assigned to

authors whose dates overlap is purely arbitrarye

Emphasis,

in each instance, is generally proportionate to the degree

v

and extent of Chaucer's influence on the work of the individual writer.

Thus, in the first chapter I have given the

greatest amount of space to Edmund Spenser, who I feel represents the £irst broadly significant emulation or Chaucer.
Correspondingly, I have devoted the final portions of thie
study to a comparatively detailed evaluation ot John

Dryden's Fable§ and the Pr!!face to that

In stressing the significance

or

volume~

the .[,aples, I have

accepted the position most contemporary scholarship taltes
when it regards Dryden's adaptation of Chaucer to be the most
important prior to 1700.

In the Fable!, Dryden not

only

endeavours to popularize the poetry of Chaucer, but attempts
to provide hie.·reader with an interpretative analysis of the

earlier poet's essential genius. Thus, Dryden has given us
what is generally accepted as the first significant critical

estimate of Chaucer, in respect to both form and content.
When we consider the usual quality or seventeenth century
literary criticism, especially in its 4ttitude towards the

literature of the Middle Ages, we cannot help designating
Dryden' a work a most remarkable

achievement~-
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CHAPTER I
CHAUCER'S INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH LITER.4TURE
PRIOR TO

l.

DRYD&~

The English Chaucerians:
Before undertaking a comprehensive study of John

Dryden's modern translations of ..four of Chaucer's works, and
one piece which Dryden erroneously attributed to him, it
would, perhaps, be wise to discuss briefly the extent of•
Chaucer's influence on English literature prior to the publication of Dryden's

Fa~les

in 1700.

It 1s not without some accuracy that Dryden refers
to Chaucer in the Preface to his Fables as the "father of
English Poetry~nl

Indeed, the influence of Chaucer upon

English poetry of all dialects. during the entire century
which followed his death, and part, at least, of the next,.
lJohn Dryden, npreface, Fables Ancient and Modern,"
The Poems of John Dryden, ed. by John Sargeaunt, London, .
!913* p. 272'.~is work hereinafter referred to as Poems.

l

2

is something to which there is hardly a parallel in literature. 2 This is not surprising, tor "when we consider the
greatness of Chaucer's genius it is nothing but natural to
expect that his art must have exercised a mighty influence
on all subsequent periods of Knglish literature.")

Through.

the years "the poetical memory" ot the country stretched up
to him, and the impression which he has made upon the minds
of the poets of England and Scotland. dates from his own day;
and the poets ot these countries must constantly and unanimously acknowledge him for their master.4
Throughout the fourteenth century, the literary
authority of Chaucer was paramount, although his subordinate,
.

'

John Gower, is mentioned with considerable,
respect.;

One thing is certain:

~r

not equal

had it not been for the

high level reached at the end of the tourteenth century in
the Pearl, .21!: Gawain !l!!!,

~

Green

~nigh~,

Piers Plowman,

2 George Saintsbury, "The En~lish Chaueerians,"
Cambridge HistorT of En~ish Literature, (ed. by A. w. Ward
and X. R. Waller ,-ifew ork, 1908, vol. II, p. 225. This ·
work hereinafter referred to as CHEL.

3Alfred Tobler,

Geoffref Chaucer's Influence on

English Literature, Inaugural d ssertation ••• University
o1 Zurich, berne, 1905, Preface.
4John Wilson (Christopher-North), Speci~ens of the
British Criti9s, Philadelphia, 1846, p. 158.
--

5Albert

c.

Baugh, A Litera!:Z Histolt or !fKl:.~~'
This workhereinaterre erre to

Mew York, 1948, p. 291.
as LHE.

-
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and the poetry ot Geoffrey Chaucer and John Gower, the entire
century might well have been dismissed as a "dreary and barren waste in the history

or

English literature.tt6 Unfortu-

nately, this high level or achievement was not maintained
during the fifteenth century in the works of Lydgate, Occleve,
and their contemporaries.

The fitteenth century has little

new to offer; it is in every respect "the childn or the four"Its poets appear as followers or Chaucer • • • and

teenth.

later of Lydgate, rather than aa leaders pointing new directions."?

It is sir)lificant, then, to not& that Chaucer, who

or

had been the major literary figure

his own century, was

also to be a primary influence in the literature

or

England

during the subsequent centuries.
The strongest instance

or

this influence is noted in

the works of John Lyd&ate (c.1)70 • c.1450), monk or the
great Suffolk Abbey of St. Edmunds Bury.

The influence of

Chaucer on Lydgate•s poetry is evident throughout moat or his

work.

Unfortunately, however, the genius of Chaucer's poetry

carried only an academic influence into Lydgate's work.
Lydgate had humor is evident.

But "this

hu.~our

That

was never con-

centrated to anything like Chaucerian strength; while of
-~-

Chaueerian vigour, Chaucerian pathos, Chaucerian vividness of

6Ibt,d., P• 288.
7!.bid.

4
description, Lydgate had no trace or tincture."

In addition

to these defects, Professor Saintsbury adds "two great
faults" neither of which Chaucer had ever exhibited in any
great .measure:

"prosodic incompetence" and "longwinded pro-

lixity."g
That Lydgate had the greatest admiration for Chaucer
is evidenced by the numerous occasions on which he pays tribute to . him, always in the same tone as
The noble poete of Breteyne 9
My mayster Chaucer. 9
'

or

Lydgate wrote in all

Chaucer•s three chief metres.

He used the octosyllabic couplet with some degree of fluency;
but his seven-line (decasyllabic) stanzas were spiritless and
clumsy; and in the decasyllabic couplet, he usually wrote
only gracefully enough to allow scansion. 10
,

.

Instances of the Chaucer!an influence on Lydgate's
poetry are to be round in his

pomplain~

gl_

~

Black Knight,

which was once ascribed to Chaucer, and which is an imitation
of Chaucer's Dethe £r_ Blaunche,11 and echoes the situation in
Chaucer's

~

i?.,!:

~Duchess;

and in the allegorical love

Ssa1ntsbury, .9!:!!1,, pp. 227-226.

9aaugh, ~' p. 291.
10chamber's CSclopoedia of English Literature, ed. by

David Patrick, .. rev..y T. Lindell Geddie," 'Edinburgh; 1901,

vol. I, P•

79. This work hereinafter referred to as CCEL.

11Ibid.

poem, the Temgle !J.f.. Glas, Lydgate employs the familiar convf!ltion of the imaginary dream, and is written both in thehe:roia
couplet and the seven-line stanza.12
Toward the close of the fourteenth century, we have
the monk• s lli, Qhuri !ill.9, !!!!, Bird, saggested perhaps by Aescp t s

Fabl1s,13 but strongly reminiscent ot lb! Nun!_! Priest's 1)1~

or

the "Cok and Hen, Chauntecleer and Pertelote.n14 Two long

pieces appeared soon after:
1408), and

the~

gI.

Reson p.pd SensU;p,;Ll;ne (1406- ·

Our Lad:t•

"flegon·and

'~ensually;t;e

·st.ill

makes rather pleasant reading with its allegory of the poet's
meeting with

Venu~

and the journey to the Garden

or

Pleasure

which Guillaume de Lorris had· aoqqainted us with in the Roman
.!!,!.

!.I

~·"

!!!.!. !4l!. g!

Our Lady (nearly 6000 lines in rime

royal) is still unedited.l; The Siege ~ Thebes (1420-1422)
was written as an additional Canterbury Tale,16 and includes
a prologue modelled on Chaucer•s.17

12 Baugh,

~'

p. 295.

l)Ibid.

-

l4aeotf'rey Chaucer, The Poetical Works of Chaueer,
ed. by F. N. Robinson, New York, 1933, pp'. 238-24'60 This
work hereinafter referred to as Works.

15 Baugh, lili!, P• 295 •.
16cCEL, p. 79.
17An Outline-Histort of English Literature, ed. by
William Bridley Otis and Morrlis 1r. Needfeman, New York,
1952, vol. I: To Dryden, P• 85. This work hereinafter
referred to as OHEL.

-··
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Others

or

Lydgate's pieces which were apparently

influenced by his "mayster Chaucer" are the

Nightingal~

Poems, which are religiously allegorical, and the f,all
Princes (1431-1439), which because
shortcomings, is one
longest work (about

or

or

its £ewer metrical

his best pieces .• lS

36~365

!?l

The poem is his

lines) and appears in nine books,

in both the rime royal stanza, and the eight-line stanza,

riming.@babbcbc.19
During
the course or his eighty years Lydgate wrote
'
.

nearly 140,000 lines, 20 the bulk

or

which were tra~slations

(e.g •. The Troy Book of 30,117 lines in decasyllabic coup-

lets, rendered from a Latin prose piece). 21 The Chaucerian
influence on Lydgate is evident throughout his career.
authorities agree, however, that in the majority

Moat

or

instances, this influence is largely mechanical •. Thomas Gray
reminds us in his essays Q.n

~

Poems

~ ~Idgate

that we can-

not even pretend to set him on a level with his master,
Chaucer; but states that, comparatively speaking, he comes
the nearest to him or any writer or that period.
18saintsbury,Q!!fil:., P• 22s.
19
.
OHEL 1 p .. 85.

20satntebury, ~' P• 225.
21 Baugh, !ill!, PP• 29 6- 297 •

"His choice

7

or

expression," says Gray, "and the smoothness

or

his verse,

far surpass both Gower and Occleve. 02 2
George Puttenham, on the other hand, in !b!, Arte g!
English;Poesie in 1589, calls the monk "a translatour only
and no deuiaer or that which he wrate.n 23 Similarly,
William Webbe writes:
Neere in time vnto him Lydgate a Poet, .
surely for good proporation of his versej
and meetely currant style, as the affoorded
comparable with Chawc~r, yot more occupyed
in supersticious and odde matters, then was
requisite in.so good a wytte: which, though
he handled them commendably, yet the matters
themselues beeing not so commendable, bys
estimation hath beene the lesse.24

By far the harshest.and most caustic in his criticism is Joseph Ritson, who in 1802 described Lydgate as a
Voluminous, prosaick, and driveling monk
••• In truth and.fa~t these stupid and
fatigueing productions, which by no means
deserve the name of poetry• and their stil
more stupid and disgusting author, who
disgraces the name and patronage of his
22Thomas Gray, "On the t>oems of Lydgate, 1 ' from The
Librarx or Litera!"l: Criticism of English and American
Authors 1 '"°'id. by Charles Wells M'Ourton, Bu?lilo, 1901, vol.
I, p. l~). This work hereinafter referred to as .&!&·
23George Puttenham ,·, "The Arte of English Poesie, tt

~.

!ll9_.

24'dilliam Webbe, "A Discourse of English Poatrie,"

master Chaucer, are neither worth collec't- 25
ing • • • nor even worthy of preservation.
And yett so prominent a critic as Cibber says of
Lydgate that he was not only "another disciple and admirer
0£

Chaucer," but that it must be owned that Lydgate
••• far excelled his master, in the article of versification • • • his verses were
so very smooth, and indeed to a modern ear
they appear so, that it was said 0£ him by
his contemporaries, that his wit was £2gmed
and fashioned by the Muses themselves.
Nevertheless, "\'le will wander far and wearily,"

s~ys

Saintsbury, "among Lydgate•s myriads to find such.lines
as • • •"

And he that made the high and crystal haven
The firmament, and also every sphere
The Golden ax-tree and the starre$ seven,
Citherea so lusty for to appere
And redde Marse with his sterne here.27
And, although these lines may

represe~t

an example of

some of Lydgate's best, I do not feel that they can compare
with the graceful expression and vividness or description
found in similar lines from Chaucer's "Knight's Tale." For
25Joseph Ritson, "Bibliographia Poetica," ~·
26Theophilus Cibber, The Lives of the Poets of Grett
Britain and Ireland To the Time of Dean-SWI?t, Lorid'oii;
MDCCLIII-;V'oi. l, pp-;-23.24:-- - ·
27chaucer, Work.!, p. 42.

9

.example, compare Lydgatets description of Citherea, or Venus,
with the following one by Chaucer:
The statue of Venus, glorious for to se,
Was naked, fletynge in tho large see,
And fro the navele doun all covered was
With wawes grene, and brighte aa any glas.
Also from "The Knight's Tale" .we have Chaucer's fine
picture of Mnrs:
Withinne the temple of myghty Mars the rede? 28
Al poynted was the lial, in langthe and brede,
and from the Invocation to Anelida

.aru! Arcite:

Thou terse god of armes, Mars the rede,
That in the frosty contra called Trace,
Within thy f,risly temple £ul of drede • • • 29
Contemporary l'-rith John Lydgate and his inseparable
companion in English literature ia Thomas Occleve (or
Hoccleve).

Most of Occleve's life (c.1369 - c.1450) was

spent as a clerk in the Privy Seal Office.30 Generally
speaking, Occleve's poetry is not ao tiresome as that

or

Lydgate; although the latter writes better than Occleve and
is immeasurably his superior in learning.

Occleve has one

important merit--his ability to tell a story.
2a!lli.' 11. 1969-1970.

29chaucer, Works, p. 355.
30
.
Baugh , !J!§, p.. 297.

After the

10
heavily pompous and detailed diction of Lydgate, Occleve,
regardless of his technical shortcomings, presents in his
writings a "freshness of expression and manner" which make
him preferred reading to Lydgate.31
Occleve was an even mo1..e devoted admirer

or

Chaucer

than was Lydgate.32 Occleve's affection seems to have sprung
from a personal acquaintance with Chaucer, and he calls him
"maister deere and fadir reverent."

That he felt Chaucer's

death deeply is apparent from the manner with which he
alludes to it:
Death, by thi deth, hath harm irreparable
Unto us doon;33
"The bulk of Occleve's verse is not large, and the
range is limited."
single volume.

All his verse has been print.ed in a

There are several autobiographic,al pieces.

a dozen occasional poems, usually short, and an equal number

of religious verses, addressed in most instances to the
He is also credited with several brief

Virgin or to Christ.

translations. Generally, Occleve's poetry lacks Lydgate's
fluency. He rarely wrote for the sheer love of writing, and
"he seldom rises to the leval of poetry.n34 Henry Hallam

31saintsbury, ~. PP• 236-237.
)2

'

Baugh, Y!§, p. 297.

33~., P• 291

34saintsbury,

£.m,

p. 239.

11

calls his poetry "wretchedly bad, abounding with, pedantry.,
and destitute of all grace of spirit."3; . And yet, his complete· frankness, his.many personal revelations, and his

f~e

quent references to current event.a make his verse almost
always interesting.

"In poets. of the f'ifteenth century •.· • •

this is no small merit.n36
Occleve's chief work, the }!! fl.egimine Priqcipum
(1411-1412), constitutes a treatise on the duties of a ruler
and was addressed to Henry, Prince of Wales. later Henry
It is written in rime royai.37

v.

Other examples of Occleve's

poetry ar9 !b!, Mother 21: Qs?S., long assigned to Chaucer, Tpe
Letter ,2l Cupid Lovers, in octaves, and the Complaint 2',
Virgin, probably a translation.)8

~he

His poetry is primarily

· important in that ha is considered the best "narrator among
the English Chaucerians."

His verse is generally written in

~ "sprawling rime royal or couplets.n39
The most original and vivacious

or

the English

Chaucerians is John Skelton (c.1460 - c.1529), tutor probably
35Henry Hallam, "Introduction to the Literature of
Europe," from !J&, p. 185.
·
36
.
Baugh, .Lli!a P• 298.
37~, P• 86.
38saintsbury, ~. p. 2)9.

39oHEL, P• 86~

12

to Prince Henry, and appointed Parson of Diss in Norfolk in
150~.

·otis and Needleman state 'in their Outline-Historx'

that Skelton "wrote doggerel almost with genius," and that
his metrical ease is attributable to either his structural

adaptation of the Low Latin hymns or to his introduction ot
Martial d'Auvergne's pattern of the short line •. His verse '
is "staccato, voluble, now scrambling, now shuffling, often
slipshod•"40 Pope called Skelton's vers~

"low

and bad,"

concluding that "there•s nothing in it worth r'eading."41
He wrote primarily in the octosyllabic couplet,

usually with six-syllable lines, varying in length' and riming together in continuous succession

or· two,

three, four

and sometimes as many as seven timea.42
· The most important of his works is

!!!! ~ouge

Court Cc.1499), an original allegorical poem in
using Chaucer's seven-line stanza.

~ime

S!t.

royal,

In 152) he wrote his

Garlande of Laurell, a· stilted, self-laudatory, allegorical
poem, written mainly in the rime roya1.43 ·Most of Skelton'a
faults and peculiarities, says Baugh, are to be found in
this Right Delectabie Treatiae·upon

& Goodl.I Garland

.Q£

40Ibid., P• ~7.

41.Alexander Pope, "Spence's Anecdotes,tt L&Q., p. 220.

42oHEL, p. 87.
43Ibid.
~
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Chaplet 2f. Laurel, which is his longest poem and one of his
latest {printed and composed in ·the year 1523).

Skelton ends

his poem* ·none too decorously, by placing the laurel upon ·his
head, and in the company of Chaucer, Gower, and· Lydgate., presents himself before the Queen or Fame, where Occupation.reads
"in 350 lines, in which the rime royal is interspersed with

'Skeltonics' and even Latin hexameters, the long roll or the
author' 8 .works. tt

He completes the poem with some Latin lines

in laudation of Skelton, and decently enough, in compliment
to Henry VIII and Cardinal Wolsey.44
Another of Skelton•s major works is_ his!!!! Tunnynge

gt_ Elrnour Rumm:mg {c.1522), which, although vigorous and
humorous,45 was coarse and indelicate.enough to justify
Pope•s epithet-"beastly.«. It is divided into seven "passus"
after the fashion of Langland, and has traces of the earlier
poet's alliterative rhythm--which, Baugh tells
be considered in any full study of the origins
called "Skeltonic" verse.

us
or

must always
the so-

It should also be noted that the

poem'bwes an obvious debt to Chaucer's Wife gf Bath's!!!.!.,
and a less conspicuous one to the opening of the Nun's
Priest's Tale • • • ,,46

44Baugh, Idm, PP• 34.6-347 •

45oH
...........
EL,_,
46

P•

o,.,

Of.

'
g
Baugh, LHE, P• 340.

lit.
Additional works

or

Skelton are Colrn Cloute

(c.1521), and ~lhI came .I!.~~ Courte in 1522~47

In both

works Skelton abandoned the rime royal "like.an encumbering
garment and bent to his work in hard-hitting Skeltonics,tt a
fair example of which is here given:
And if ye stand in doubt
Who brought this rime a bout ,
My name is Colin Clout.
I purpose to shake out ·
All my cunning bag • • • 48

Also important in a catalogue of Skelton 1 s works is
Xh,!

~

.Qi: Phyllyp S12arow@. (1504-1508), described by

Coleridge as "an exquisite and original poemn; and Spake,,

.

.

Parrot (c.1521), both poems executed in the seven-line
stanza of Chaucer.49

Although there was no poetry in Benet (or Benedict)
Burgh, he should be mentioned, if for no other reason than
because he continued Lydgate's Secrees ,2!:. Q!S. Philisoffres,50
and because like many ot his contemporaries he wrote
awkwardly in Chaucer's rime royal.

47oHEL, p. 87.
46 Baugh,
'

.YJ.!, p. 349.
49oHEL, P• 87.
50Baugh, !ill!, P• 302.
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A Christmas

~'

·
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addressed to and in praise of Lydgate, and Aristotle ! § Q
Are his principal poetical efforts.

As noted, Burgh's

favorite meter is the rime royal, "which he manages with' all
the staggering irregularity common to.English poets .of the

fifteenth century." Nor was this irregularity fully explicable by the "semi-animate" condition of the final .::!.•

Saintsbury states:
Burgh's earlier equivalent tor the socalled decasyllable vary numerically from
seven syllables to fourteen: no principle
of metrical equivalence and substitution
being for the most part able to effect even
a tolerable correspondence between their
rhythm, which is constantly of the following kind:?l
.

.

When from the high hille, I mean the mount
Can ice
Poem ~ Lxdgate, I, 45.
Secunde of the persona the magnificence
royale
Seqrets, I, 1558.52
In~,

Saintsbury continues, "the lines are more

regular, which is as it should be after thirty years
tice 0£ counting on his fingers."
~we

prac~

In the opening verses of

have lines like this, probably representing some ot

Burgh's best:

Slsaintsbury, CHEL, P• 238.
52tbid.
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Mannes soule resembleth a newe plain table
In whiche yet apperith to sight no picture
The philosophre saith withouten fable
Right so is mannes soule but a dedly figure
Unto the tyme she be reclaimed with the lure
or doctrine and gete hir a good habit
To be expert in cunnyng science and prouffit.53
And even here may be noticed that strong tendency
toward the alexandrine which is notable in all the disorderly verse of this period, and which attempted to estab· ·
lish and regularize itself in the poetry

or

the earlier

Elizabethans, making its last and greatest effort in
Polyolbipn.54
Another of the amateurs of the rime royal stanza who
hazarded an occasional venture in verse is George Ashby, a
clerk of the Signet.
rather long and

Ashby left behind him three poems: ·the

drea~

The Active Policy

EL .! Prince, A

Pri!loner•s Reflection, a philosophical poem of 350 lines in
rime royal, and a paraphrase of some extracts from the Liber
Philosophorum Moralium Antiquorum.55

Ashby is mentioned

here because he illustrates with unusual clearness the prbcess by which Cbaucer's five-foot·decasyllabics were being
.converted into a ragged line of.four beats.56 Nevertheless,

53Ibid.
54Ibid., PP• 238-239.
55Baugh, 1!j!, p. )02 •
56chamb ers, ~. p. SO.
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it should be recognized that Ashby's verse is not so irreg-

ular

as

that of some

or

his contemporaries.

illumined by one spark of the divine tire.rr57

stanza

or

"But it is not
A single

his verse, fnirly nverage in character is·given:

Yr ye cannot bringe a man by mekenesae,
By swete glosyng worde$ and i'are langage,
To the entente of your noble highnesse,
Correcte him sharpely with rigorous rage,
To his chastysment and ferful damage.
For who that wol not be feire entreteda
Must be foule and rigorously threted. 5°
To the same "rime royal division" belongs Henry
Bradshaw (d.1513), a monk of St. Werburgh's Abbey at Chester.
Saintsbury writes that n1n place of the Chaucerian decasyllabic, Brad,haw retains the 'old popular line,' what ever
that may be.tt

His verse, perhaps as well as anything else,

makes us understand the wrath of the next generation with
"beggarly balducktoom ri.ming.n59

L_ ____________________________________ - - - - - - - - -

A still more noteworthy set of instances of
the all-powerful attraction of rime royal,
and a curious and not uninteresting section
of the followers of Chaucer, is provided by
the fifteenth century writers in verse on
alchemy • • • And there is the further noteworthy point that each of the two chief of
S?saintsbury, ~' P• 239.
;aibid •. , p. 240.

59Ibid •.

------------

-

-

-----------

J.8

these writers follows one. ot Chaucer's main
narrat6{)e measures, the couplet and rime
royal• ·
.
.
These are George Ripley and Thomas Norton, both or
whom, by their own testimony wrote in the eighth decad~ ot

the fifteenth century, and who, by tradition were connected
as Blaster and pupil.

.

'

Little is known of Ripley except he

was an Augustinian and canon of

Bridlington.~

His principal

English work is The Compoun_H..g,{ A,lchemi 9.!: the Twelve Gates
(1471), tollowed,five years later by the Medull~ Alchemiae.61.
In the first stanza of the preface to

~

Compoynd

we find an excellent example of.the aureate language and
hopelessly insubordinate metre common to Ripley's age:
O hygh ynccomprehensyble and gloryous Mageste,
Whose luminous bemes obtundyth our speculation,
One-hode in Substance> 0 Tryne-hode in Deite,
Ot Heirarchicall Jubylestes the gratulant
gloryfycation;
.
O pftewouse·puryfyer- ot Soules and puer
perpetuation;
.
o deviant fro danger, 0 drawer most deboner . 62
Fro thys en~ios valey of vanyte, 0 our Exaltert
Thomas Norton, or "Tomas Norton of Bristo," ia noted
primarily for his Ordinal! g!. AlcptJD}.I (1477), written in
60Ibid., P• 240-21;1.

61Ibid.; P• 241.

62 Ibid·., PP• 241-242.
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exceedingly irregular·heroic couplets, often· shortened to·
octosyllables; for example:
He was, and what he knew 0£ schoole
And therein he was but a fool63
Regardless of his bad riming, Horton.is not entirely
uninteresting. because he shows, even more than Lydgate,
. "how many hares at one time the versifiers of this period
were hunting when they· seemed to be copying Chaucerta coup...
let."

At the same time, it should be carefully noted that

nelther man (Ripley or Norton) can be called a poet. except
'

in the most general of terms..

To compare them with their'.

mae~er, Chaucer) is absurd.64
nareat as was the attraction of rime royal, it was
not likely to oust the older favorite, the octosyllabie
..

''

couplet. which, it has to be remembered) could also boast
the repeated. if not final, patronage of' Chaucer."

The so-

called romance ot Boctus !.ru!,Sidrac.by Hugh de Campden, is
representative

or·

this influenc~, 6 5 while Osbern Bokenham'.

(or Bokenam), "a suff'olke man, .f'rere Austyn of the convent
or Stokclare .. (Stoke Clare) , " wrote his Legends 2f.. ~ Saints
(c.l.445) in Chaucerian decasyllabic verse.

63Ibid.,
P• 242.

64Ibid.,
.
.~

·-

P• 24).

65Ibid., P•

244~

It is composed
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or a collection of thirteen Legends gI_ Hool_y Wummen, running
to more than 10,000 lines.66
!, ;

Towards the close or the fifteenth century, the immediate influence

or

Chaucerts writings on English literature

had begun to decline.

This decline continued steadily

throughout the sixteenth, so that by the seventeenth, we find
that the old, medieval poet's influence extended to only a
limited nu•ber ot English poets.
regarded as a poet whose

u •••

languag~

Chaucer began to be

was intricate and obsolete,

v.f·.'.•,

.and whose versification and style were imperfect and barba-

rous. n67
Nevertheless, there were still Englishmen who recog-

nized and were influenced by the ageless genius of C..eoffrey
Chaucer.

In 156), Thomas Saekv!lle {c.1536 - 1608) contrib-

uted to the second edition

or

the Mirror for Mag1stratea66

'.

his seventy-nine stanza poem Induction written in Chaucer's

rime roya1.69 Signey Lee called it the "best poetry written
in the English language

betw~en

Chaucer and Spenser"; and

. Baugh states that Sackville "handles the rime royal as few

66Baugh, Jd!!, p. 289~
67oHEL, P• 80.

6~cker Brooke, LHE, P• 401.
69oHEL, P• 121.
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poets have done since Chaucer." . Indeed, the young Saokville
not only equalled, but perhaps aurpansed Chaucer in his tas•
tidious feeling for words ••• the perfect line.

~ Complain~

are these lines trom the fourth stanza of
Henrie

or

!2f. Buckinghame strongly reminiscent

~

Not only

2l,

the

earlier poet, in many respects their "dark beauty" exceeds
that found in Chaucer.
When lo the night with mistie mantels spred
Gan darke the daie and dimme the azure.skies,
And Venus Hermes in her ·message sped ·
To b!oodd5.e Mars to will hym not to rysa
While she her selfe approcht in spedie wyse,
And y~rgo hiding her disdainful breast
With hetia now had laied her downe to reast. 70 ·
The heartbreak he feels towards the rate of Troy also
recalls Chaucer.
But'Troie alas, me thought above them all
'It made mine eies in vearie teres consume
When I beheld the woful werd befall
That by the wrathfull wil of gods was eome,
And <Joves unmoved sentence and fordome
On Prlam king and on his town so bent .
I dold not lin but I must ther lament,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

$

•

•

•

NotW'.>rthie Hector worthiest of them all
Her hope, her joie. his force-was now for
·.
nought;
O Troie Troie, ther is no bote but bale,
70Thomas Sackville, "The Complaint of Henrie Duke of
Buckinghame,n Poets !2.f.. the English Languag~, ed. by W. H.
Auden and Norman HolmesPearson, New YOrk, 1950, P• 461.
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The bugie horse within thy walles is
brought,
Thy turrets fall, thie knightes that
whilome fought
In armes amid the feld ar slain in bed,
Thie gods defild, and all thine honnour
ded.71
Contemporary with Sackville is the Elizabethan
courtier and poet, Sir Philip Sidney (1554-15S6)J whose
breadth or "literary sympathy-" is evidenced by his enthueiasti c praise of Chaucer's Troilus ru!9. Cr;Lsezqe72 in his
prose essay !W!, Defence g!. Poesie (written c.1580, published
in 1595).73 In a discussion of the poetry of Chaucer; Gower,
and Lydgate in 1652, Peter Heylyn attributes the following
praise of Chaucer to Sir Philip Sidney:
he f:Sidney.:J marvelled how in those mistie
times, be could see so cleerly, and others
in so cleer times go so blindly after him. 74
Another of the seventeenth century versifiers who

employed Chaucer's rime royal was Michael Drayton (156)-1631),
who echoes the seven-line stanza of Troilus and Crise;yde in
71 Ibid. I PP~ 480-481.

72arooke, 1.!!!l, P• 478.
?32!!!Y!, P• 139.
74Thomas Kirby, "Further Seventeenth-Century Chaucer
Allusions," Modern Language Notes, Baltimore, Feb., 1949, ·

vol. LXIV, no. 2, P• 82.

2)

his Mortimeriados which was published in 1596, and later
republished as ...........
The Baron's Wars (1603) in ottava ...............
rima. In
1627 Drayton published ~imEhidia •. the Court 21. Faerz, a
~

.

delightful and ingenious mock-heroic fantasia,.suggested to
Drayton by Ohauc:er's ~

2f. Sir Thop§s .. 75

Additional evidence of the Chaucerian influence on
writers

or

the seventeenth century is to be noted briefly in

George Chapman's drama.§!£. Giles Qoosecap (1606), which
takes ·1ts main story from. Chaucer's Troilus

~

priseyde, ·but

almost completely denuded of any of the passion or candor
found in the original plot.76

.

Similarly, Ben Jonson (c.1573 • 1637), Shakespeare's
great dramatic contemporary. found Chaucer's House of Fame
helpful when be wrote his comic-satire Ah! Staple £!: News
in 1626. 77 Prior to this in 1620, John Fletcher (1579-1625)
used as a partial theme in his Women Pleased Chaucer's

-

~

--

of Bath's Tale.76 When collaborating with Shakespeare and

Massinger on The Two Noble 1£1.nsm~~ (c.161); printed 1634),
Fletcher, in the main retells Chaucer's popular story or
Palamon and Arcite in The !,night's Tale, a theme Richard

75oHEL, PP• 146-147•
76Brooke, J:_~, P• ;55.
77oHEL, P• 2)0.
78!Jl!S•, P• 243 •
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Edwards had successfully adopted. to the stage nearly ti.tty
years previous to Fletcher's version.79
The most noteworthy example ot the Chaucerian
influence on an English poet of the sixteenth century is to
be f'ound in a study of Edmund Spenser (c.15.52 - 1599).

By

Spenser's own admission, we·know Chaucer to have been his
master.

Indeed, the young Spenser felt that no Englishman

who aspired to poetic rank should ignore the poetic genius

of _their medieval predecessor. And, as Professor Renwick
points out, "no one could demand that the younger man should
follow the elder any more closely than Spenser • • .nBO
Nor was Spenser's allusion to the literature of
Chaucer purely academic.

Unlike the Chaucerian "copyists"

or the fifteenth century, Spenser's interest in the old poet
was much broader_ i.n its scope.

The essential thing to

Spenser was neither an antiquated language nor the revival

of a tradition.

"making

or

Spenser was primarily concerned with the

poetry,n81 a concern which closely paralled his

recognition of the powers of the English language when
handled by one who has discerned its genius, and "is not

79Brooke, LHE, P• 451.

s0w.

L. Renwick, Edmung_ Spenser: An ,:ssa;r on
Renaissance Poetry, London, 1949, PP• 25-2'07

81Ibid., P• 24.

afraid to use its wealth.n82 Spenser was fully conscious

or

what Ariosto had done in Italy, what Roneard and the Pleiade
were doine in France, and was fired to emulation and encouraged in.him ambition of a "new poetry" for Englishmen.

He

had before him the example of France and Italy, both "newly
·1

•

\

made illustrious" by men who bad successfully ,chieved a "new
poetry" for their countries by bringing about a balance
between the matter and ideals of the classicists and'·· the cultivation

or

their old native speech. The Italians were the

first to defend their mother tongue, not so .much on its past.
accomplishments, but on the grounds

or

its possibilities-

possibilities which the individual poet must prove by his own
endeavours.

Later "the new poetstt 0£ France embodied this

concept; and after them so did the English poets..

Spenser was one of the earliest enthusiasts

or

Edmund

such a con-

cept. 83

Edward Kirke, Spenser's fellow-student at

Pe~broke,

in a long,·critical epistle to Gabriel Harvey, expresses .
with a bold confidence his delight in the "yet unrecognized
excellence of •this one new poet, ' whom he is not afraid to
put side by· ·aide with 'that good old }'Oet, Chaucer, the

82a. w.• Church, Spenser, London, 1906, p. 39.
63Renwick, .2.E.• cit., PP• 23-27,

ll• passim.
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loadstar Of· our language.tn84 He writes further:
In my opinion, it is one praise of . manyt
that are due to this poet• that he hath .·

laboured to restore. as to their rightful
heritage, such good and natural English'.
words, as have been long time out of use,
or almost clean disinherited, which is ·the
only cause. that our mother tongue, which
truly .or itself is both full enough for
prosei and stately enough for verse, hath
-long t1me been counted most ·.bare ·and barre

.or

both.ts 5

Neither of Spenser's friends• Kirke . or Harvey, was
wrong in his estimate of the poet's. work. ·'The "new poet,"

as. he came to be customarily called• had
• • • really made one of those distinct
steps in his art which answers to discov-·
eries and inventions in other spheres of ·
human 1nterest--steps which make all behind
them seem obsolete and mistaken. 86 ·

There was, perhaps; much in the "new.poetry" ot
Spenser which was immature and .imperfectt "not a little that
was fantastic and affected.tt

But it.was the first adequate

effort ot reviving Engli~h poetry.87 In this effort Spenser
became

a disciple of the only man in English letters who had,
84church, 211• cit., PP• 38-39.
6 Srb1d •. , P· 39.

66rbid.

87Ib1d.
-
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as yet, earned the title or master poet.
creative

1mag1na~1on

Combining his own

and instinctive poetic genius with the

traditions ot the past, and the fashions of the moment.
Spenser set out, not only as disciple, btte cb~llenger-"to
prove his mother tongue capable and himself a master.uSS
In attempting to revive

ror

bis own age the suspended

art of Chaucer, Spenser met with considerable reproach in
certain circles.

Chief among his critics. was a "school" of

thought which seems to have had its origin with Roger Ascham,
who not only denounced the poetry

or the

Middle Ages, but

went ao tar as to apologize for having written his

~O!ORhilu1

in Engl1sh.f39 Such critics viewed Chaucer as a poet belong-

ing to a fldead past,« obsolete ot language, syntax, and vocabulary; and one whose spirit and doctrine were

or

another

social, political, and cuitural epoch. 90 Symp.athetic to ouch

a conc•pt is Samuel Dani$l (1562-1619), a contemporary ot
_Spenser•a. who in his poem M.PsopbilUtt (c.1599) pays the medi·
eval poet noble tribute, but eorrowtully admits that his day
is all but over.

The lover

or the

as or1e

8Saenwtck,

sm·

S9n!!!,., P• 17 •
9'?:bli~, p.

26 ..

git., p., ;3.
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-~ • • ·who yet lives, and yet. ·shall,
Though (which I grieve to say) _but in his last,91

Earlier, in Delia, bis mnnet-cycle, Daniel ridicules
Spenser for the obsolete language of the Faerie Queene:9 2
.•

Let others sing of Knights and Palladines
In aged accents and µntimely words.93 .
Thomas Wilson {c.1525 .. i;e1) in his Th!.

Ar~

gt_

Rhetorique (1S53)94 scornfully notes that

• • • the tine courtier will apeake nothing
but Chaucer, Y;> .
Opposed to such a criticism ot Spenser•s revival of
Chaucer. were those who felt that although the poetry of the
fourteenth century should not find mere continuation in the
sixteenth, .its medieval charm could be appreciated, and even
~ultivated.96 · Gabriel Harvey, for example, noted in the

margin of his copy of

Dionysiu~

Periegetes:

'

Chaucer and Lidgate; fine artists in many
kinds, and much better learned than owre
modern poets. " • Other comniend,Chaucer
9lAlfred Ainger, Lectures ~ Essays, London, 1905,

vol. II,:p. 136. ·

920HEL,,p.:145.
93Thomas Warton, Observations-.Q!l ~

Spenser,~ 1..on.~=n, 1807, P•

T?o. ·

94oHEL, p. 117.
95aenwick, .212• ~., P• 82.

96!!?!£! .. ., p. 26.
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and Lidgate i'or: their witt, pleasant veine,
and all humanitie: I specially their
astronomie~ philosophie, and nther parts or
profound or cunning art • • • ,'l

William. Webbe's attractive Discourse S].! Englisq
Poetn ( 1586) , ''together with the author 1 s judgement touch-

ing the retormati?n

or

our English verse,"· is mainly notable

for its "t)nthusiastie admiration·or the 'new poet,' Spenser,
and its n.ot quite consistent faith in the practicability of

Latin metres for English poems."98
However, I am ot the opinion that the critics of both

J>Oints .of view missed the greater import of Spenser's affectation ot Chaueerism.

It cannot be repeated ·too often that ·

Spenser•s'service to Engliah poetry was by far: greater than
simply bringing "Chaucer up to date," or by imitating his

language, vocabulary, poetic form, ·and even.to some .extent
his sentiment. ·. Chaucer's influence

on

Spenser was of

importance. not only to the sixteenth century, but to all
subsequent centuries •.
Spenser was to soma extent a product

or

the human-

istic philosophy which.we find pervading his century.
ttlearning, in the minds

or

And;

men ot humanist.training, carried

with it the theory of imitation." Like the classical Cicero

97Ibid.,: ·pp. 26-27 •
. 98Brooke, LHE, P• 4)6.
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and Virgil, the humanist was largely concerned with improving a "homely literature" by the importation of good methoda 1

a~d tine,.proven aodels.99 The contribution.of the hwtlanista,
then, was "the nobler theory of literature

and

the provision

of the modele.ttlOO Chaucer was Spenser's model.
Renwick, in speaking of this ttgreater service"

Professor

·whi~b

Spenser

bas rendered to our English literature, states that he bas
••• revived the satiric fable, helped the
vogue ot sonneteering~ improved the elegy,
and made his Engl.and

1~ree

ot pastoral,

hymn,

canzone, ode, and epic. It was a ser1oua
business for a serious end, and though
pressed ln different directions by natural
,,claims and motives, he kopt the balance::even
between Chaucerism and classicism, .misled
neither by patr1o~ic selt-aatiafaction nor
by textbook rule, but seeing the value ot
each, ai8 aeeing the essential unity of their
values. 1
.

Instances or Spenser's allusion to Chaucer are vtr..
tually numberleaao

Authors have devoted many volumes to the

influence ot Chaucer on Spenser. For our purpose here, a

tew major instances

or this

influence should sutrice to show

how deeply indebted the Elizabethan poet was to his medieval
predecessor.
The tirat noteworthy evidence ot the Ohaucerian
99aenwick, 21?• git,., P• 28.
l00tbi$l.' P• )O.

lOliblc!•' P• 64.
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influence on Spenser is to be tound in

!bl Shepneardea ·

£.alende£ (1579) • a series of A.•IJ.oga&,, 1.e., goatherd' e

tales or eoologuest and called a "calender" because there

was an ecologue tor each raont.h ot the :year.102 The work
bore the signature of

l.._er1t.~,

and was dedicated to "the

noble and vertuous Gentleman, most worthy or all titlea both
of learning and chevalerie, Meister Philip Sidney.nl0.3

In lb!. .§.he2hea£!!!! Qi.M!,nger imitation

ot

Chaucer 11

to be noted both in choice of •9cabulary and verse form.

But

or

even g.,reater significance ie the tact that behind
• • • the r91D&rkable variety, both in matter
and metre. which is one or the essential
tokena ot promise in Ib!. Sbe~~erd'~ Cal~n~er_,
liea the fundamental a~aert!on that the only
way tor the poetry of Spenser's time is the
way of-Chaucer, who ia exalted as Tityrus,
'the god ot shepherds,'
·
· Who tauy,,ht me, homely as I oan, to make.
He, whilst he lived, was the sovereign headlOI+
or shepherds all that bene with love ytake;

And, he is (as Spenser was later.to phrase it) the
"well ot English undefiled." Thus, the prime purpose ot this
first notable work of Spenser 1 sWl.s to rid poetic diction of
foreign encumbrance and restore Ohauc•rian vigor and

102onEL, P• 125·
103H. s . v. Jonea, A Seenset Handbook, New York,
1947, PP• 39·40~
l04arooke, 1di§ '· p. 484 •
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eimplicity.lOS Spenser professes to make the language and
style of

!!!!

Sjleiahe,a.rR,e.,!

and ruat1cal ruden•es

~a.J.~~e;c auitab~e .~()

or the

the "ragged

shepherds whom he brings on the

scene, by making it both archaic and

He tound

provi~cial~"

in.Chaucer a store of forms and words eufticiently well·
known to

~

with a little help intelligible, and sufficiently

out ot common use to give the character of antiquity to a
poetry which employed them.106
In "April" in which the linked quatrains D1ake a.unit,
. we have actually th• eight line stanza
0

ot Chaucer' a Monk'!

.tale, which is commonly regarded as the basis or

t~• •·

Spenserian ·stanza.107 Chaucer had introduce.d the •ightline, or deoaayllabic stanza, which rimed

sbapqcl~c,

and which

becomes the Spenserian .stanza,w$.th the addition of the final
alexandrine riming S.•108 In the "April" hymn., we, f'ind Spenser

employing the£!.!!!. gouee or "tail-rh111e." which.Chaucer parodies in the metrical romance the

B!m!. g!.§!1: TQoRA!.•109 The

eight-line stanza is alt» used in "June," end the ottavg rima
ia employed in "November," .riming abababcqollO
lO'ibi~.
l06church, .2ll• eit •, P• /+4.

l07Jones, .21!• ~.!!·, PP• 68-69°'

lOS.2!!!ilt, P• 80.
l09Jones, .sm• £a•, PP• 69-70
llO!P.!s!~t P• 404.
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Further evidence ot. the Chaucerian influence is to

be noted in the two-volume collection .or poems, DaphnaiJI.¥,

published in 1591. Th• poem is a long, ceremonious elegy on
the recent death ot a lady ot rank. The work is notable tor
ita lovely

ma~ric.al

structure (an original adaptation ot the

rime royal), and delicate balance or parts. "It is reminiscent of Chaucer• a

~oqt ~

the Duches2J, :and may be regarded

as Spenser's moot consummate tribute to medieval art and to
bis great predeoessor.nlll
"In 1591 1 about twelve yeara after the publication ot
the §henhtarS!.!.

~J;epger,

there appeared from tht pJ:'.eaa ot

William Ponaonby a volume entitled
f?ydrit §!Dall; Poemes

at the

Comgla!nt~

Contain!ni

ttorld.! Yani~ift. rrll2

Ponsonby

claims to have aade the collection ot the nine parts, but
there is evidence that

~he

poet assisted him, for the book

ia in four parts with separate tit.le-pages (the first three
dated 1591, the fourth 1590) • and ea.ch part has a signed

dedication trom Spenser to a lady of the Court. 113

The Ruipes S?,l
dedicated

~o

~11!!!,

the first poem 1n

pgme~ain~g,

Lady Mary Countess of Pembroke, sister

ot Sir

Philip Sidney.114 Otis and Meedleman~describe it as a

lllarooke, LHE, P• 486.
ll2Jones, .22• cit., P• 73.

ll3arooke, !£HE, P• 486.
ll4Jones 1 ala•

.2.il•,

P• 79.

is
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"Macedoine-like poem in rime royal "on the Chaucerian and
Lydgatian theme of how the migbtyare fallen• blended with,

the Widsithian theme or how the poets confer immortality by
their songs.nllS
Another poem in gpmplfiQll perceptibly influenced by
Chaucer ie froso22.Roia:

2£

Mqtae.~ Hubberds

Tal' • which ia ·

probably the moat vital poem in.the volume. 116 The dedication date is·lS9l, but was probably composed between 1579

and i;so.117

Generally, critics label the poem a "political

and personal allegory" grafted upon the old f a.ble-aatire

scheme.116 Spenser was in.f'luenced by the Speou}um Stuitorum,
by Chaucer. Jones statos:

However interesting may be the allegory of .

Hotb&r

Hubbe[d'~ ~.

an even greater inter-

eet attaches to itsfdeas and its style. In
more than one respect it may ba compared witb
Colin Clouts Come !!2!1!. Againe. Both poems

written- under"'thi Innuence of Chaucer sue ..
ceed in reproducing in some measure the f amil•
iar and leisurely style of the mPster • • , ·
In terse and balanced phrases, in the forms
ot proverb and epigram, Spenser here clearly
stands between Chaucer and Dryden in the tradition ot poetic wit and satire.119

ll5oHEL, P• 126.
ll61bid., P• 127.
117Jones, .21?• cit., P• 99 •

llSlJW!., P• 102.
ll9~b~~., P• ~04~
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·Mol(be?;' J!llbberds

IaiJ

is interesting in·. that it was

Spenser's only attempt at satire.

It is a long poem, oon-

tainlng 1388 lines, and ia in the ten-syllable rhyming coup•
let .. ot the 9.@.ntez:.burx lfMes.120

·rn the colorfully melodic, and beautifully sustained
EJ?!thalaaj.g~

nuptial hymn,

(1591·1595), Spenser,. although · ··

noticeably influenced by· the Italian or Provencal Cf!n@one' ··

'

.

is, nevertheless, greatly indebted to Chaucer's f.1x:1iy1nic
•

.

I

9-' FowJ:s;l21 while in Colin ~tou.t..§. ~otnf!

H..o.tn!. .k'!ii.n~ (c,~1591;

printed 1595) tho.re is· a peculiarity in the rhyme that seema
~

to be an imitation of Chaucer.

ttA:.paragraph often ends with·

an unfinished rhyme, that is, with a word the rhyme to which
must be eought in the next paragraph, even where a new sub.jeot ia begun.w122 In 1596 we have the le!!£~ HYJ!Des, written

in honor.of Love, ot Beauty, of Heavenly Love, and of
.Heavenly Beauty.12) They are composed in Chaucerts seven-

line stanaa.124
In discuasing Chaucer's influence on Tbe

f_aert~

120John s. Hart, An !!5sf? on the Lite and Writing§
or ~.rdmunq §.yenser with .! 8E'eoi§ EX'PoiI't!on .2!!.~~ airz
1

SU~eJ!, New . ork, lt41; P•

J.

l2loHEL, P• 1)0.
l22Hart, .2Ji• ~·• P• 10).

123~, P• 130.

124aart, .!m• eif&., P• 110.

)6

Qµeeqe (15g9.1596), it. might be well to·begin·with th~ subject. or Yerse and met.re.

Basically, the metrical tom ot.

!b.! Faerie 9\!esme ia the "so-called Spenserian stanza. tt

,

And, the stanza is not, as commentators used to affirm, a
"variation of the Italian ottn..'I!.'! rim.th as· employed by ·,

Ariosto and.;t'as8o."l2S
The Italian measure running ab ab ab cc,

indeed, concludes with a coui>Tetontne
third rh71De, but its rhyme arrangement
varies after th• middle ot the stanza and
it doea not conclude with an Alexandrine.
A more simple hypothesis, now generally;. ·,/
accepted, derives the famous strophe trom
an old French eight-line ballad stanza
.
rhyming ababbe_b£• This, frequently omployed
in Middle §ijllih Spenser would have known
in Chaucer's !1opk~~ Ta;• ••• It it 8eema
to simple to say that l.t occurred indepond ....
ently to Spenser to add an Alexandrine to
the octave of the ¥:!>~'.~ Tale, we might accept
Professor Skeat•a exp anatlon that the
'Spenserian stanza resulted troa a judicious
combination ot metres employed by the most
obvious models, viz. Chaucer·and Surrey.'
From Chaucer came the octave and from Surrey
the idea ot combining the A~!xandrine with
lines ot different length.l

Warton notes, however. that "in.chusing this stanza,._
Spenser ttdid not sufficiently consider the genius

or

the

Engllab language, which does not easily tall into a frequent

repetition

or

the time termination, a circumstance natural

l2SJonea, 22• cit.., P• 142.
126rus&,.
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to the Italian, which.deals largely in identical' cadences.n127
In regard to Spenser's rhyme, it ought· to be noted that he
often "new~spells" a word to make it rhyme more precisely.

Thia ttdestrliction

or

orthography," as Warton terms it,

!

simply for the sake of ·rhyme, was a liberty whi,ch Chaucer,

Gower, and Lydgate. frequently made use .or.126 The almost too
perfect rhyme scheme of Spenser's verse did, at times run
into "ridiculous redundancy.n which Dr. Johnson noted as
being ttat once

difficul~

and unpleasing· •••. tiresome to

the ear by its uniformity • • • nl29 Lowell·, more sympathetic
~'

I

in his judgment, found "soothingness • · ••.but no alumberous

monotony" in the.verse of I!!2, Faerie ·gµeene.130
It should also be mentioned that.Spenser must have
had some notion' or. the "secret of the accented final!. an~
-es in Chaucerian verse.,"
..............
.

tor, indeed, some .
, of.his own lines,
'

;·

even in !hf! F3eri~ Queene, can hardly be scanned without this
licence.131.
Concluding this discussion of. the verse and metre··

of

Th! faerie Qµeene, we might note Professor Renwick's summa-'
tion:

l27wartori, .21!· ~., PP• l57•15S.
l26Ibid., P• . 16.3.

129Jones, 22• cit •• P• 14).

-

l)Oibid.
13laenwick, .2.R• cit., PP• 99-100.

)8
The main metrical result or the study of
Chaucer, however, was the con~inuance of' .the
stanza and the determining ot the ten-ayllable lines as central to English metre.132
'''

Spenser not only alluded to Chaucer's.metre and

versification, but. very of'ten closely.copied

hisla~guage.

Spenser expressly_states, aays Todd, "that Chaucer's language which he so closely copied was the pure English."

Spenser clearly expresses this .reeling in his otin
in
, words
.

the Fourth Book of The Faerie

xue~net

Dan Chaucer well of English undefilde',133

To illustrate briefly the extant of

borrowing

or words

Spenoe~'s

actual

trom Chaucer. I have compiled a list of

worde from !.b.!. Faer:Ll\ Quee1'!. which Spenser has taken tram the
Middle English, and which appeai'" commonly 1n Chaucer. The
list :la by no means a c'omplete one; the words have been

picked at random, and no particular order is intended.

woxJ..ome, whilom

~hilom,

whilome

-t!Of!ff • s;orage.11

·wi,ght, :wightes

1.32.!h!!!..., P• 100.
l)laenry John Todd, !hft /fork! at, Edmund §Rent!£,
I..ondon, 1805, vol. II, P• oxxxvi.
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FRa1 S?EUSEn' s
FAERIE QUEE,NE:

l!im&l! ;

11mee1,

w.

1.u. w

ynkindl,1

despi&t!.\

l!nls1Qst1
deimn

ruth

reutht, rel!l(ne,.roy.Jiht

enqlqgg·

tn~eJrg11g,

;11efft · ·

JaieJ., l,.e...e{:o l i..ef! ·

guerdor\ ·

g.ex:d..on53n

spill·

sn~ll (!iJ?!ll!n) .

wood

}!OOd

· ~arram•,
plsl

E!fX!Rp~ed

darraipe, $'.,.arta!B garremo
. eld, elde

devise

devx1

h1gbt

tii&hl(. (!,)

J,.eacp

l,echt

x_edt

rede

l?Jll!d

•f

smart·
.sheen1
wise

-Witt.

jJPdlong.

orpmest

. smert (g_)

shene
' !a!l• w.
w,1,t,, Ul

Other attections'or Chaucer are to be noted in
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Spenser's use ot entire phrases common to the earlier poet.
Warton lists several ot these phrases in his Observations on
~

-

-

Fairy Queeg which
Spenser used throughout
The Faerie
.
.

!ls?. him !2, die; And does £2 !!!!; bite hint !'!!.t!J ill
het neare; with bi! l!!!lA Danger:, (personification of danger) ;
Queenei

never n2!!!. (the double. negative is round frequently in
Chaucer); the use 9t lad ·for led,· .! !!!l~ white !..~ she lad;

!!!!;

whom thex: l@d; .l wretched lite they lad; £9. their purpose

and !h!_ virgin lad.134
.

..

Furth~r

use or archaic forms by Spenser are noted by

Jones in his Spenser Handbook •. For example, he tells us that

one meets with the verbal ending •en as an inflection not
only tor the past participle an.d the infinitive

but

for the plurals ot both present and preterite.

Along with

the other writers of' the period .Spenser uses the
-est, -edest,

~-eth,

as well

endings~.

and a number of the older preterites

or

both strong ~nd weak verbs, such as strake, dronck, meint,

%2!!1,

'·

swolt.

He further varies his diction by

t~e

tree use

or the archaic .prefixes A:.1 ab-, 1c-, ar-, S!:t S!!::, .!!!:•

!:_Ot•, Un•, j';O•t anq I:' as in f!bGare, fiCCourage, eriraced,
to-wotn; ;nost; and he ·trequently employs the forms ot s!2, and
~ ;

.sa.n as auxiliaries.

;.

'

Al.s.o in the Spenser vocabulary we find

the older ·adverbs and connectives, such as albe, forthx, eath,
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1,iever, enauntu. Finally, it should be noted that Spenser
used many dialect f onas which not only e:xieted during the

Middle English period, but vere in contemporary use, particularly tn the northern regions or England where Spenser
. '

probably became familiar with them during his visit there.
Examples ot these archaic dialectical words aret

oioieth,

coµthe, bfti:ea edaweg,

dAER,!r,

cham!J:~q,

venteth,

guske~,

· ~iddet and s~j.dder, ronte, todge, and ldmble.135 .

It hae been observed that j.n general Spenser copied
the language ot Chaucer; and it is also evident that· in some
instances he imitated the medieval poet's· sentiment. Warton

gives the following

as

a specimen of Spenser's imitation ot

Chaucer, both in sentiment and language:
Much can they praise the trees so straight
and high,
r
The aayling pine, the cedar proud and tall,
· · · The vin.e-prop elme, the poplar never dry, ·
The builder oake, sole king of forests all,
The aspine good tor staves, the cypresne
funeral.
·
Tbe.laurell, meed at mighty conquerours,
And poet's sage; the firre that weepeth still,
The willow. worne of torlorne paramours,
The eugh, obedient to the bender's will,
The birch tor shafts, the sallow tor the mill,
The myrrhe sweet-blending in the bitte1"lfound.
The warlike beech, the ash tor nothing 111,
The fruitful olive, and the platane round
The carver bolme, the maple seldom in~ sound. 136

l3SJonea, 21?• cit., PP• )98-ltOO.
136warton, .21?• cit., P• 190.
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We have only to turn to Chaucer's Knight's ·Tgle to
discover Spenser's model in this instance:
Ne eek the names that the trees highte.
ook, tirre, birch, aspe, alder, holmt~''°':
poplar
Wy,lugh, elm,. piane, assh, box, chasteyn,

·~a

lynde, laurer 0
.
Mapul, thorn, bech, hasel, ew, whippeltree,137
In ·Chaucer's Ill!. ParJ;!apte,D1 g,t
:f'urther cataloging ot trees:

I.o.?U.s,

we find a

The byldere ok, and ek the hardy a sehe ;·

The piler elm, the cotre unto ca.rayne;
The boxtre p1pere, holm to whippes laahe;
The saylynge tyr; the c1prosae, deth to
playne;
.
The shatere ew; the asp for ahattes pleyne;
The olyve of pea; and eke the dronke vYntt;
The victor palm, the laurer to devyne,l)B
From Spenaer•a D,1;ebnft.&d1 we have an imitation
invocation of Chaucer's TroilJ!.t

~

Criqe!dtH

Let those three Fatall Sisters, whose ead
hande
Doe weave the diretull threeds of Dostinie
And in their wrath break ott the vitall
·

bands,

·

App:roach hereto; and let the dreadful

Queen•
ot Darknes deepe come from the Stygian
strands,

ll?chaucer, Works, P• 5).

134Ib,d.t P• 365.

.

or

the
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And grisly gholts to heare this :doleful
teene. 39
'

ln

..

Ill!. ln•tie .9Y!!!nft•

Book III, Canto I, we note

these linee:

Ne may Love be ce>mpeld

by Maistery;

For soone as Ma.istery comes, sweet Love •

an one
Taketh hia n1mble winges, and soone away
ia gone-1l+O
'

Todd states:
~he

"

•

I

"Thia seems plainly from Chaucer in

Franteitns l'.il!·"
Love wolle not be conatreyn•d by ma1stery.
Whan uiatrie comth, the God ot Love anon
Beteth his wynges, and farewel, he is gonl~41
In Book I, ·Canto III,

further evidence of:

Spen~er

~

The, Fat£1t gueerut, we find

having alluded to the Chaucerian

sentiment;:
Up Una rose, up rose the lyon ·eice;142

Rentiniscent ot Chaucer's:
Upross the Sunne, and upross Emelye,U.3
. /'i:J9Todd, 211• gi~., vol. VII,

f!>•

S37·538ci

l40Ib!!!,., vol. IV, P• 262.
14lcbaucer, Works, P• 16).
142'.rodd, 22• g1l., vol. II, P• 94 •

143ohaucer, Works,
P• 46~
•
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Aa a final example we might note Spenser's lines:
With paines tor far passing that long-wand.
ring Greeke,
That tor his love refused de1tye,
•Deitie may be interpreted as immortality here,"
says Todd, •tor so Chaucer uses the word."144
It has been briefly noted that Spenser turned to

Chaucer tor verse torm and metre,. to a great extent tor
language
In

Tb~

and

expression,. and to some .measure tor aentiaent.

Yaeti!·Q!!!en1, particularly, 'Spenser turned

tor theme. as well •. A considerable portion

or

to

Chaucer

the allegorical

element in The £a!rit gye!n! was influenced by Chaucer's I!!.!
P@rliame?\!g p_t Fowls,. l4S ·. In Book IV, "The Legend

of Cambel

and Triamond, or ot Friendshtp,u Spenser completes Chaucer's
the

Sgyf.i:,~·~

l:il!,, and for etyle he was perceptibly influenced

by The JSni.&b.t',a, I!ll.•146 Thomas Warton notes also that
Spenser was probably 1.nfluenced
}list! 2f.

!!£. !!101u1• 1 . in

to

some

ext~nt by

Chaucer•a

which the knight, Sir Thopas, goes in

search ot a tai:ry queen as does Spenser's Prince Arthur.147
And Cawley qUotes Upton as having suggested "that Spenser in
his famous deecrl.ption ot the House of Pride (Thg Faer19
. J.44.rodd, !m• cit. 1 vol. II, P• 94·

l4Spa§L, P• 132·
146
Ib~d. 1 P• 134~.
147warton, .ml• s!li.H P• 83~.

4S
gueene,· I, iv), may have had in mind Chaucer's !Lq}!P, sf.. lam!
• •' •. and it would be reasonable to auppose that he might

transt•r from it a definite pictureJ,148 · :

Even trom this relatively brief discussion, we can

conclude, as_did A1nger, that "Spenser is Ml of
Chaucer • • •"

And, there are,.. perhaps, many who will agree

with Ainger when he remarks that Spenser 1a not only "full

ot Chaucer," bu~ in an important respect, "the worse for
him.tt However, Ainger does not censure Sp,naer tor having
been attracted to, and influenced by the archaic charm of
Middle English.· He does cri.tlcize him, though, for having
used only na portion

ot

itff in h1s writ1nga,

which resulted

in "a strange blend such aa never was in the King's English,
or any other ....·..149 Such a cri:tieimo, Professor Renwick

tells us, "ia commonplace."150 Ben Jonson with his robust
frankness remarked that ttSpenaer writ no language,nl51 which

Protesaor Renwick denies with this explanation:
His Cspenser' sJ is an artiticial speech
.
constructed tor his own purposes out or many
and various elements, and that with the .

148Robert a. Cawley, "A Cbaucerian Echo in Spenser•"
M_od!If Langyag! !~etJ, Baltimore, May, 1926, vol. XLI. no. S,
p.

•

.

~49Ainger, .22•

.£a.. • PP• 136-137 •

lSORemdck, 22• Si.\", P• 79.

151Atnger, .2a• Si.!<.•• P• 137•

intention or supplying ~nd beautitying the
English language • • .152
·· ·

Spenser's friend• FAiward Kirke, objecting to the
poet•• condemner's, writes:
The last, more shameful then both, that of
thei~ owne country and natural speach, which
together with their Nources milk they. sucked.
they have so base regard and bastard judgement, that they will not onely themse1vea
not labor to garnish and beautifie it, but
also repine, that or other it should be
· embellished. Like to tho dogge in the maunger,
that him selte can eate no hay, and yet bark..
eth at the hungry.bullock, that so .faine would
teede: whose eurriab kind. though it cannot
be kept from barking, yet conne I them thank
that they retrain from byt.ing • • • And tirst
or the wordea I apeake, I graunt they be aometbinf hard, and ot most men unused. yet both
· Engl sh, and el.so used of most excellent
authors and moat .tamoue Poetea , • • It any
will rashly blame such his purpose in choyae
ot old and unwonted words, him may I more
justly blame and condemn • • • tor in my
opinion it is one special prayee of many,
which are dew to this 1:.oete, that he hath
laboured to restore,. as to th•F rightful
. heritage, such good and nnturall English
words, as have hen long time out of use ••• 1S3

Professor Renwick reminds us that it was only through
a poetic boldness, unprecedented and virtually unknown in his
day,

tha~

poetry."

Spenser could have accomplished his goal or a "new
Spens~r not only raced the situation boldly, he

1'2aenw1ok, Jm• pi1i·, P• 79• .
lS36J3id. , pp. 79-80 ..
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raced it·mastftrtUlly.

For the purposes ot great.poetry

English was practically a new language; it had to be made.
and Spena er, taught· by Arl osto, Ronsard, Mule aster. and

Oeor.trey Chaucer, saw that it·ftUSt be made by a poet and 11ot
by grauwar1ana1 ·and be eet himself to ·be that poet.154
.

.

It then. as Todd points out, ttChaucer rose like the
morning starr

ot Wit, out

or those

black mists of ignorance,•

which hung over the Middle Ages; "sine& him.Spencer ~sic..:!
may deservedly.challenge th• orown.nl55
In 1646, an·:English poet whom we know only as •E. G."

embodies auoh a sentiment in .the followins bit or verse. ·

What our unknown author lacked in poetic excellence is to be
overlooked, perhaps, by the rather lorty perception behind ' .

his aentiment.
,

'

..

It. ever I believ•d fxthagot~s.
dearest ~iend) even now it was,

·· (My

While the groaae Bodias of the !!oets die,
·. Their Soule doe onely ahift. And }!..ooai.J!
Transmigrates, not by chance, or lucke; tor so
Great firf26a soule into a ~ might go.
But that is still the labourot- Joves. braine,
And he divinely doth conveigh that veine:
··

So Chauce.ra learned soule in Spgncer sung,)

.·(Edmund the quaintest. of the Fairy throng.

l54~., PP• 95.96.

· 155fodd• .21?• .2!1•• vol. II, P• cxli.

lS6x1rby, .22• cit., P• 82.

1S6

• • • .
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Whereas Chaucer's intluenoe on Spenser was largely a
matter ot prosody and linguistics, William Shakespeare
(1564-1616) turned to the .works ot the elder poet primarily
.

'

tor story and plot.

In his poetic work tuerece (1594)

Shakeapear$:retella an old story found in the works of
Fiorentino,·Bandello, Gower, and probably Ovid.

Neverthe-

less, he seems to have "drawn particularly upon Chaucer'•
LegenS! gJ_ Oood Women;ttlS? and his Phoen.i,tS ~ the Tm:tlE!,

(1601),. Otis and Needleman state that nhe was probably
1ntluenced.by.Chaucer."1 ' 8 . In his early romantic comedy
!-Midswnme~""'Night's

Dream (c,1;95) some

or

the ch.aracters-

and minor incidents show slight reselblance to incidents.in
Chaucer's !frtlght's.

!!.lo!,

was probably taken

tro~

ot Thiebe and Pyr.amus
Oood Women and the !!!!

and the story

his Legegd

.el

gt Bath's !!!!!.• For the fairy elem•nt Shakespeare may have
referred to

.lh!. Me~ban~~..s

!roi\us nnd

!fr~asi~a

Tale.159 For the love story of

(o.1602), Shakespeare is undoubtedly
indebted to Chaucer's earlier vere1on; 160 and it has already

been noted that when collaborating with Pletcher on the
tragi-comedy Th! Twg Nobll ~igamen (161)), the collaborators

l57oHEL, P• 16).,
· lSS Ib1g., P• l 64.,
1S9Ib1d,., P• lSS.

160Ibi~. , P• 201. .
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present a reasonably faithful dramatbsation of Chaucer's

Knight's Tale. 161

John Milton (1608-1674) was the last great English
poet prior.to Dryden whom we know to have "read Chaucer with
delight," and who ,''£elt the .archaic charm or. old-fashioned

words • •• nl62 And 1 according to Magoun* "it ls even poa•.
sibleto.ideritity the edition ot Chaucer in which Milton

read; and to which he refers in the course of his writings."

On page 191, line seven,

or Milton's

Cnp!lonn!ase l19..91s. one
-'

'

reads under. the heading "Nobilitas":
Bath tale fol. )6 and Romant -'or

'

"See Chaucer wire or

Rose fol. 118.\,

Tho

ed1~

tion of ·Chaucer to which Magoun refers is Speght's edition ot
1602. 163.
In the. tract 1 .Q! Re.(.ormatioa :rouchin.e; Church·
D~sc121:1.,n~

!n

~nglan4. (pub. 1641), Milton twice finds an

occasion to reter to Chaucer.

In the first instance he quotes

the familiar lines:
Pul .atetely herde he oontes1doun,
And plesaunt was bis absolucioun:

.Me

wasan.esy man to yeve penaunae.

164

l6l~bid., P• 226. .
· 162Aing~u·, .2l2• .cit., P• 140.
163p. P. ~agoun,Jr., ttThe Chaucer or Spenser and
Milton," ~em· fhilo~ogx, Chicago, Nov., 192?, vol. XXV,
no. 2, P• 2. .
.

164Abid., P• 133·

$0

Further on in Book II

as Chauoer'a

th~

or

the sruM work Milton cites

auppos1t1t1ous T\oughman'a .I!l!, Part IIt

st;anaa 28, and Part III, stanza l. Magoun quotes
as stating:

w.

T. Hale

ttQn this allusion to Chaucer, Milton is wrong."

The I'Jtougltman's Tale was :regarded tor a time as Chaucerian,
and ttin 1602 was thought by Milton to ba geniune."165
.

· In

.ll.

.

Penseroso (16.31-163)) Milton makes a .relici- ·

tous allusion to Ch6\ucer and his untin1shed P,gutr:e.' s !fllq,:

Or call up him that left halt-told
The etory

ot

Ca.mhuscan bold ,

Of Cal'.Clball, and

ot Algarsite,

~~tw~:.O~~dtg!n!t:t~~=i~~~g

. .

.. ,, ··· · , .

and glass, 166

It was tn the companion poem L'AllerJ!:o,

~owever,

that

·Milton showed most plainly the lasting influence or his predecessor.

"The gaiety

or L'.All.esrn

ts thoroughly Chaucerian.

What bas been called Chaucer's 'lightaomeness• appears.

afresh in Milton's 'hedge-row alma' and •mendows trim. with
daisies pied. 'u 167
. In Section I of' the As1madvorsioM
Bemon@tra~t sgains' §ptectymnus

to cite. a number

or

rn lb.! . , .

(1642), Milton finds occasion

Chaucerian proper-·names:

165Ibid., pp. 132-1)).
166John Milton, "Il Penseroso, tr Till. Stydf!pt' ft t,t111fon,

ed.

by Frank Allen Patterson, Hew York,· IDJ • P• 2C:h
.

.

167Ainger, a.R• cit•, P• 140•

.

Sl
·Remember hoW they mangle our Brittish names
abroad; what trespasae were it, it wee in
. requitall should aa much neglect th•irs?
And our learned £b1uce~ did not stick to doe
so, writing Se a.mus or Se'i~l.~,
.
tm:eh~rax tor A
arau , IZin ~SeJes tor

7Jn~ ~en, t
usband ot Alcyone: with
many ot er names strangely metamorph1a'd from
true O&t;ts:a.n&, ·if he had made any account
ot that these kinda ot word1.
. · .·

.Showing, aays

J.~agoun,

that "Milton read Chaucer with

consider~ble attention to detail. nl68
In his sonnet, .Q N~htln81!11l (c.1630), Miltonms,
according to Professor Hantord, followed "the Chaucerian

·tradition (though his poein is a

aonne~

in Petrarchan.form),

writes himself gracefully into the role of unsuccessful
lovers." Tbe poem is strongly reminiscent

Ahl.

or

Clanvowe'e

Cucls22 ans! ;tbe Ntgbtl;ngale, a piece which Milton would

have read as Chaucer's, tor as we noted previoualy, Milton
used tha Speght; edition in mioh it is ineluded.169
A. further allusion to Chaucer is noted in M1lton•s
.

.

.

.

M.u:!.au1 (1639), in Latin hexameters, addressed to the Marquis

ot Kanso.170

J:fansu~

ta "one ot the noblest and least often'

aive patriotic poems written by an Englishmano"

'

But tor our

present purpose it is Milton•a accoun~_or the English claim

16SJ4agoun,· 2.2• ~·• P• l)S.
· 169James Holly Hanford, A ttilton Hydbogk, New York,
1939, P• 171.
.

l70oHEL, P• 29().
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to poetical culture that is of main interest.

~Though

not-

thinking f'it to name,any English poet. be claims firmly but
ostentatiously that England too has had her poets and that
one~~!

them bas already visited Italy:
Nos etiam in nostro modulantes fiumine cygnos
Credimue obacuras noctie aeneisse per umbras,
Qua Thaaesia late puris argenteua urnis
Oceani glaucos perfundit gurgite crinea .. · _ .
Quin et in has quondam pervenit Tityrua oras.

Ot course it cannot be definitely proved how many
poets Milton is referring to, but Tillyard believes he •eans

{as did Hurd and Warton) Chaucer, Spenser, and no more.
_"Tityrus ia certainly Chaucer, because that was Spenser's
'

'

'

'

name tor him and because h• only ot England's great poets
before Milton had Visited Italy~nl71
2.

tb~

!<(,h!}goerian AP9cmha~':
There can be no doubt that, putting ballade, carols

and the like aside, no verse in southern English, from 1400
to lSOO or even a little later, has anything like the liter-

ary and poetical merit or interest which attaches to 'the
best ot the doubtrul. ttCbaucerianart tbemaelveae Theall doubtful pieces were .eventually assigned- to a_ "Chaucerian Apocrypha,"
. l ?OqHJil:, p. 290.

17lg. M.

w.

Tillyard, Milton. Edinburgh, MCMXXX, P• 95.

S3
and in time auttered considerably from want of notice, tor
there are some Chaucer-students, who in their tear of seeing

them re-admitted to the "canon of Cbauceriana",ha.ve caot them
out, altogether, refusing to have·anything to do with them.

This, it seems, is highly irrational, and it is certainly
unfortunate, tor in moat instances. they are not only indica-

tive ot the Cbaucerian intluence, but in certain instances
_posseas considerable poetic efficacy and can be merited above
much or the doggerel produced by aome ot the previously mentioned poets •.: Among these are the ,Uowmafi!.!

~

(which is

quite out ot Chaucerian possibility}; Ill.! Xal:.! 2-t pe;::rn or
§econi\ H!tShAAt' s

l!l!; .LA, ~J:J;e Jlim!,· Saps Mer.ct,

ascribed

on MS authority to Sir Richard Roa; the very attractive and
harmonious !h,! Cugkoo and .th!, Njghltingle, with its unusual

metre ot aabbg ascribed, to Sir Thoma.a Cl4lJlvowe, also on MS
authority• the MS carrying the. quasi-signature ot
Clanvowe. n

There is also the drcu1m•allegory, !hg. fl2Wer and

lll!! h•!l• ot

fine poetic quality, and once attributed to

Chaucer, but probably written by a womwi.
we have

l:h!

~ex:e.t~cit

jssembl.t g,! J,a<U,,e,q and

!b!

In the rime royal

C,<mrt

.2l .L2!.!, which

like the preceding examples deserve notice in that they not
only strongly intimate the Chaucerian influence, but are good
enough as literature and strangely like the old master poet
in temper and co.11plexion. 172
l72satntsbury. CHElo PP• 244-247' .!!!• passim•

;4
3. lb!. Scottish ,Chauceri;ms:
· , It is a cri'tical trad1t1ton to .speak of the fifteenth

century 1n Scotland as "the golden age or Scottish poetry."
It baa.been equally commonplace.to say or the pnets of.that
time .that·they, best of ·all Obaucer•s

tollowe~s,

fulfilled

"with understanding and tel1c1ty the lessons of thB master-

crattsman.tt It has also been long customary to enforce
these.asswnptions by contrasting the skill or Lydgate,
Occleve, and·tbeir contemporaries in the .south, with that ot
James I,., Henryaon, Dunbar, . and Gavin Douglas .. 173 Such a comparison hae led the academicians, in time, to think ot the

Scottish Chaucarians as the "true disciples of Chaucer.~174
-

••

•

•

•

'

f

Saintsburypointe out that such a contrast 1s, at best, a

superficial one, and may ttlead us to exaggerate the individ-

u~l merit" ot Chaucer's northern .f'ollowers.175 The important
tact, however, tor.our purpose hero is the knowledge that
Chaucer ·!!!! the "inspiring force" behind these men' a writ~''.

1nga-and not merely in "turns.of phrase and in the fashion

or verse,". but

in "poetic tabric.ttl76

...

173a.· Gregory Sm:l.th, tt'fhe Scot_tish Chauceriane,•t
vol. II, P• r/2 •
. l?4!1WL•'. P• 277.

17,Ibid., P• 272.
176Ibid., p. 278.

SS
Unfortunately. these Scottish followers of Chaucer
have neve:r enjoyed wide popularity either in their own
country, or England.

They are aet, according to Louis

Oolding, "dubiously upon a border-line of appreciation,"
This 1s true to some extent because they wrote ~1.n "imported·
•,

torma," trom a toretgn land, then hostile; and poaa,lbly, to
a leeaer extent, because ot the ditticulty of the dialect.
Golding sets forth a greater reason:

In the weak eyeballs ot academicians the
virtues of the jeottieh Chaucerians are
blurred 1n the glory.thrown about them by
the sun of Chaucer •••.It 1& the multi•
plicity ot the man, Chaucer, the abundance
ot his large lungs breathing. This laughing colossus atMding wind-toweled over his
age, that so cheats the air from our puny
pinnaces.177 . ·
.
None of the Scottish company ls auch a "coloaaus.tt
They are great in their detail rather than their mass.

And

it is in the

••• beauty ot their texture, their .
de11Fht in the threads they weave into comely
silken patterns like Henryson's "Robene and
Makyne," stout tapestries like the "Prologues"
ot Douglas, that anticipate the marvelous
housewitery ot Spenser, and, at their highest,
in the sweetness and strength of "'l'he Golden

177tou1a Golding "The Scottish Cbaucerians," !h.t.
lli..ina:. A£!, Concord, N. 8., Jan., 6, 1923, vol. 316, no. 4096,
p~

,·.
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· Targe," that they antiolmlt& John Keats,
the last or their line. 76
.
·. ,But,· like their English contemporaries these north-

ern poete had their limitations.

"They are not, we learn,

original 'makero.' . Without Chaucer they tail to the ground. tt

They consistently mad• uae of long-familiar forms. · Wi~out
exception they aeised. Chaucer's antiquated "orange ··or

all~-

. gory." attempting once more to "squeeze thence new drops ot

invention."

Yet apart from this fact. at least three ot

. these Scottish Obaucerians were highly original in much of

their work.179

Whether the torm of the Scottish Chaucerians
was.native or derivative, or their language ·
a blend ot northern and southern modes, their
achievement vaa poetry, ot which there is so ·
little in the world, of which there cannot be
too much. One feels that if Gower had lived
today, he would not have attempted Parnassus'
slope. He would have found the cinema ~ more.

effective instrument of moral suasion and
have written scenarios for films ot religious
propoganda. Lydgate would have be~n a Civil
Servant writing letters to the reviews mild1.ng repudiating Mr.. Bay~ield on Shakespearian
versification. The Scottish Chauceriane, who
were poets of the fift!anth century, 't«>uld
have beon poets today. O
. .

or

these Scottish poets, "the simplest and most

178Ibid.,, P• 46.

179Ibid.
180lb1d,.
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naive" was James ...I of Scotland· (1394-1437).
gory,

His love-alle-

!!!!. Kingis Qqair (142)), represents the· first phase of

Scottish Chaucerianism, in which· the imitation, though individualized by the'gen1us or its.author, is deliberate and.

-

dtrect.181 The atmosphere of the poem. is that of The .....,.__,...__
Romance
Slt. the R.2!..!; in general treatment, as well as in details it
at once appears to be modelled upon that work.
Not only is the poem by its craftsmanship

superior to any by Chaucer's English disciples, but it is in some respects, in happy
phrasing and in the retuning of old lines,
hardly inferior to its models. Indeed, it
may be claimed for the Scots author • • • ·
·
that he has, at times improved upon his master.182

Ill!. Kingis Quair t or King's Book (which runs to 1379
lines, divided into 197 "Troilus stanzas," riming ababbec),
may be described as a dream-allegory dealing with two main
topics:

the ttunsekernesse" of Fortune and tha poet's happi-

ness in life.

For this reason many critics

conside~

the poem

a composite work~ written at different times-the.earliest

portion having been written during the author's dejection
(real or imaginary), and. t~ latter portion in subsequent
joy ,;,hich the sight of the fair lady in the garden by his
lSlsmith, CHEL, P• 278.

l82Ibid·., PP• 273-274•

prison had brought into his life.16)
The only MS text of

!b.! [in_gi...! SBAJ.t that

we have

preserved tor us is inthe Bodleian Library intbe composite
MS marked "Arch.

Selden~ B~

24w which baa been supposed to

belong.to the last quarter ot the fifteenth century. It is
there described .in a prefatory sentence (Fol. 191) as
Maid be King lames of seotland the tirst
callit the king.is quair m1d Maid quhen hia

Ma1est1e Wea in Ingland.184

..

Thte·reference is confirmed in the Latin e;12licit
on Fol. 211.

Thus, the ascrlption of' Tbft Ktngia Q:µai..,t to

.James I, King of ·the Scots, remains uncontroverted. The·
story ot the poem ia James'~ capture by Norfolk pirates in
March, 1405, his imprisonment by the English, and the wooing

ot Joan Beautort. There is no reason to doubt that the story
was written by James himself 1 and the date ot composition may
b• fixed about the year 142).
.

During his exile in London the
.

Scottish king found ample oppoi-tunity to study the works or

the "Oreat Engli•h poet," Qeotf'rey Chaucer, whose name was
yet unknown in the north, and. whose tnnuet1ce ·there might

have been-delayed indefinitely had it not been for the,oung
Scottish

pri.nca.1s;

183~., P• 274.

184Ibid It, P• .277 •.

185Jbid., PP• 277.278.
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Lines.from !ht Itingis·9BaY: strongly reminiscent 0£
Chaucer appear.in "The Dawn.ct tove,n where the opening·
'

'

'

lines bear· a .striking resemblance to tlte. description of . ; .

Palamoun first
fulight's

~eholding

!ple:

Emelye from his prison cell in the
'

!

'

And there-with kest 1· doun mine eyes' again,
· Where. as l saw, walking under the tower,

Full secretly new comen her to pleyne,
-The fairest or the freshest yonge flower
That ever I saw, rae ~bought, bef'ore that hour,
For which sudden ~bate-,. anon astert
The blude of all my body to my heart. 186
·
Further evidence ot the Cbaucerian influence on

James is to be noted in his !!ailed g.l. Good gounseJ., written
in

th~

rime royal, and imitative of Chaucer's

1.rli~h..

repeat-

ing es in the latter, the last line in each stanu.187
None of the Chaucerians, English or Scotr, were cloaer
to the "spirit• ot Chaucer than James.

His craftamanship is

superior in quality, bis verses ttare corutbructed with so
clear a music, and the architecture ot his poetry is so
gracefully poised" that James displays himself a "craftsman

ot high rank."188
1S6James I of Scotland, "The Kingis Quair,• !ht.
·~inb.E'l: Book ot Sco~ish Verse, ed. b7 W. MacNeile Dlxon,

.·

ondo'n,

~9ro,-p:-1·~18"""wo'rk hereinafter referred to ea!!!!·

167omg,,

P•

sa.

l880o1ding, Jm•

.s.ll.•, P• 47 •
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The second Scottish poet 1'h.o followed in Chaucer' a

train was Robert Honryson (c.1425 - Col506), a sthQolmaater,
connected with the grammar school ot the Benedictine Abbey
in Dunteraline.lt9

"Henryson," aaye Golding, "ia

aG

delicate as J&.Jlles,

but he has more variety and akill.••190 William Ernest Henley

wrote thus of ffenryson:
His verse is usually well-minted and i'Ull

of weight. Weak lines are rare in him; he
had the instinct of the refrain, and ~as fond
of doing feats in rhythm and rhyme; he is
close, compact, and energetic. He narrates
with a gaiety an ease, a rapidity, not to
be surpassed !n English literature between

Chaucer and Burns • • • He had withal an abundance ot ~it humor, and good eense; he had

considered ltf'e and his fellow-man, nature and
religion, the fashions and abuses or hie epoch,
with ibe grave, obeervant amiability of a true
poet. 91.
·

Most outstanding of Honryson's accomplishmonts is
hie powerful dramatic sequel to Chaucer's
CQaeYde,, Th! ;.t't-'stam{!gt

st Cre§s.eig

~ilu~

( 1593) •

im,d

H. J. C.

Grierson has declared the 616 lines in rime royal to be ttperbapa the most original poem that Scotland has produced."192

l89oHEL, p.

es.

l90Qolding, .22•
p. 209.

cit.,

P• 4-7•

19lw1111am Ernest Henley, "The . English Poets ," _,
LLC · · ·

192offEL, P• 88.
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It lb! 'I'estamon!f gt Cress9id is . Henryaon' e moat important
work, then Bobene and ftp.kme is his most beautiful. Besides,
it is probably the earliest specimen of pastoral poetry in

the Scottish languaga.193

Afair example

0£ Henryson's

verse is to be found in the first two stansaa of Robene .1..f!St
Malq:ge:

Robene sat on gude green hill 1i

Keepand a flock of fe:
.
Merry Makyne said him till,
'Robene, thou rue on me;
I bait thee luvit loud and atill,
Thir year1a two or threEJ;
My dule in dern bot git thou dill,

· Doubtless but dreid I die. t

Robene answerit, •Be the rude,
Raething of lufe I knaw.
Bot keepie my sheep under yon wud,
Lo where they raik on raw:

· What bas marrit thee in thy rnude,

Makyne, to me thou shaw;
Or what ia lute, or to be lo'ed?

1-'ain walk I leir that law. •l.94

And in The Testament ot Cresseid, Henryson makee

or Chaucer:

frequent mention

• • • Writt1n be worthie Chaucier
glorious,
or tair Creaseid and worthie
Troylus.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

193nav1d Irving, "The-History of Scotish Poetry,"

LLC, P• 208.
194aobert Henryeon, "Robena and Mnkyne," llfil!, p. 12.·
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For worthieChauceir, in the saA.in

buik,
. In gudelie termis and in joly veiral9S

A final example or Henryson's work which was written

unde~ .the ·Chaucer.tan 1nflu~ce
.

.,·

~aqp~,

1.s bis Moral,!·· F,·bille!. ..2f

.

;

,

'

.

'

.

'

",

'

executed in the rime royal, and is probably indebted ·

to Oha~cer's Nyn•a frieet'~ I!tl!.•196
.

.

.

It would he idle to refuse to \•lill1am'Dilnbar's fore.

.

head
ttthe laurel ot Scottiah Chaucer1an
.

poetry.,~

.

;

.

Although
'

he .has neither: Jamee's simplicity, nor Henryson:'s grace, he

do~s

have a range and 'power and orig1nal1tJ'. ~i;ch elect him

hi:gh among the second. rank ot poets.197

, " ·.·' .·

Dunbar and Chaucer belong to the same class ..
.or easy, ael.f-contained men, whose ·b'alan~e
is seldom deranged by restless straining and .
soaring; but within that happy pleasurfl lov..
1ng circle they occupy distinct habitations;
and one way or bringing out their difference
or spirit is to lay stress upon their· nation.:.,.
ality. Dunblll'" is unmistakably Scotch. He.is
alt.ogether or stronger and harder-perhapa of .
harsher-nerve than Chaucer; more forcible ..·
and less diffuse or speech; his laugh is . . ·
rougher; he is boldly sarcastic and derisive
to persons; his ludicrous conceptions rise.to
more daring heights ot extravagance; and

..

-----

'•,:

'

l95nobert Henryeon, "The. Testament ot Cressoid, n ~

Golden Treasur: of Scottish Po&tQ, ed,• '. by Hugh MacDiarmir,for~, !Y4 , pp;l9S·i96.

New

196oHEL, P• S9.

197oolding, .<12• cit., p. 47.
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tinally 1 he has a more decided t'Urn tor
preaching, for ottering good advice • • .19tl

Dunbar was an Eaat Lothian educated at the University

ot St. Andrews, where he took his H. A.· in 1479. · He lffta a
Franciscan friar, a wandering preacher, messenger to the ling,
and poet laureate.199
The earliest of Dunbar's poema in the Chaucerian
tradition 1a

'lb~ Tbt\~Si~

iJ!!. J;pft R2is (1503), a

political

allegory 0£ twenty-aevenstan1aa written in the rime royal.
It ie characterised by Chaucer's rich imagery and excellent
description.200 !he DftDc• gt, l:h! ~e~iD De1dlt §xnn1§ (15031506) and

and

!b.! .Qo.,ldyn T9rga

lb.! Rois, and Golding

(c.1508) tollowed

Ib..t IbriB!!iJ.

says ot the latter; "Never was

poetry more thick inlaid with patines ot bright gold • • .n201
Dunbar has been called the •Chaucer of Scotland," and
like his master. he is at times indecent.

He is, likewise,

a fine crat"tsu.n, dexterous and versatile in technique.

His

allegianee to Chaucer, however, is one of "literary reminiscence, or motit, of phrase, of atansa--a bookish reminiscence, perhaps, which often results in a spiritual

198will1am Minto, "Characteriatios ot English Poets,tt
LI,C I P• 225 ·~ .

199oHEL, p. 89.
200~.

2010olding, 22• Ci!(., P• 48•

· antithesis." 202

And, it might be added ~hat his debt to

Chaucer is inuch less intimate than Henryson•s or King·

James's.

Chaucer was, to him. "the rose

or

rethoris all,"

but "he follows hitn a.t a distance, and perhaps with divided

a£fection.,n20)

"Most scholarly ot the Scottish Chaucerians, but the
..

least vigorous, n is Oawain {Gawin .2J! Oav1n) Dour,J.a.s •
(c.1474 - 1522) Bishop ot Dunkeld.20lt To some exten.t D~uglas

marks a decadence in the burst or poetry which bas been
"He is more ot a litterataur, an

briefly examined here.

Alexandrian, than .the rest.tt We reel that.the tremendous
versatility

or

Dunbar. his teverish experimentation with many

techniques, is implicit in the man, "native to him."

In

Douglas we feel " a aense of deliberation, his concern with

torm a greater atimulus than matter.," There is, neverthe-

less, much fine poetry in his work, but

or

a "cunning ailver•·

rather than uplain fine gold.n205

The J!aJ.ice
work.

9L

It is written

Honour (1501) is his most important

~n

the style

o£

the Chaucerian verse

202smtth, £!![L, P• 292.
'20~·

Jl\?JS.• , P• 287 o

204pHEk,, P• 90.
20.Saolding, SU?• cit.• PP• 47-48.,·

allegory, or dream poet!i.206 It is a fairly long poem, 2166
lines, riming aabaabbab, and the inspiration of the piece is
unmistakable.

Not only does it carry on the Chaticerian alle-

gory, but is d1re-0tly indebted to

Oettray Chauceir, as A J!!!'.: se aane peir
In hie vulgare
·
In aach1nery the work is obviously indebted to
Chaucer's !!2.!!·aequence, The H2use

st Enm1

1

and The Com:t. s.t·

.LP..'t.tt• "The whole _interest ot the poem is retrospective. tt207
In his poem the Ballade it £.ommtnd@tioa 91. HonoJ:, we
have a work ot amazing virtuosit.y. It is an excellent
example or Douglas's ability to adapt sound to.meaning.
Golding says or the lines quGted:

"how the rhymes dance and

sparkle like ascending and descending watery arrow& in a sun. lit fountain."

Hail, ro1a maist chois til clois thy fots
greit micht!
Haill, atone quhilk acbone upon the throne
ot lichtl
Vertew, quhais 00trew sweit dew ouir threw al
vice.2 °
In general retrospect of thia school ot Scottish
Chaucerians, 1t is not difficult to note that the
206oHEf:l• po

90.

207sm1th, CHEL, P• 297.
2080o1d:t.ng, .!!2•

.£11.,

P• 47 •
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ttdisc1plesh1p,n though sincere, was by no means blind.

It the Scottish poets imitated well, and
often caught the sentiment with remarkable·
felicity, it was because they were not
painful devotees. In what they did they
showed an appreciation beyond the faculty
ot Chaucer•e southern admirers; and, though
the artistic sense implied in ap~eciation
was dulled by the century•e craving tor a
•moral' to eveey fancy, .their individuality
saved thum trom the .fate which betel their
neighbors. 2:09
.
209Smith, CHEt.. 1 PP• 302-30).

CHAPTER II
..

DRYDEN'S P!!§FACE TO THE !ABLE!? ANCIE£!'4'

l\fiQ MODERN

In 1700, when John Dryden penned the freract to his
?2bJn~s

Ancient

i!lS. Hgdenh

he was an old man, ill., penni-

less, "divorced from the Court nnd vilely lampooned by the
. Wbiga." , And · yet, Dryden• a career was to end as it had

begun, in a ntr!umph. 0£ the will."
His probable resolution at twenty-three or ·
twen~y-tour to proceed to London and become
a poet is matched only by the r1 re and perseverance which drove him at the end or his
lite through pain and sickness to the conclusion ot. hi& fables. ·
·
·
·.

Aa many are wont to do in their old age, he might
have •raged and

snarle~

or

complai~ed

or degenerated."

Instead. he settled down to the telling-of' stories.
~attling

quality or age," he had written in the

"The

P.iscours~

,2'

§!tire, ttas Sir William Davenarit aays, is always narrative."l
I

·

~..ark Van Doren, !l,.oh.n Da;deg,

New York, 1946, P• 2l4G
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A Study 2! His f.oeta, ·
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On Candlemaa Day, 1698, he wrote to his grandniece,

Jfirs. Seward of Cotterstock Hall, informing her ot the progress ot his volume:
I am still drudging on: always a poet, and
never a good one. I pasa my time sometimes
with Ovid, and somet.1m&s with our old English
poet Chaucer; translating such stories as
best please my fancy; and intend besides them
to add somewhat ot my own; so that it is not
impossible, but ere the summer be passed, I
may come down to you with a volume in my hand,
like a dog out ot the water, with a duck in
hie mouth. 2
·

On the fourth of March, 1698, he continued:
I am still drudging at a Book ot Miacellanyes,
which I hope will be well enough, it other-~
wise, three-score & seaven may be pardon•d.,
Twenty days before his death, .on.the eleventh of
April, 1700, he wrote to his grandniece with some pride;
The Ladies of the Town have infected you at
a distance: they are all of your Opinion; &
like my last Book of Poems, better than any
thing they have formerly seen 0£ minee4
The work had certainly been a tiresome drudgery tor

the aging poet.

Worst or all, it had to be done as rapidly

2John Dryden, 7-mt L,etters S?L iohn Dade.,..q, ed. by
Charles E. Ward, Durham-;-N. o., 1942, P• 109,.

3.J;bld., P• 11).

4tbld., P• lJ -'•
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aa possible. S With the accession of William and Mary to the
throne ot England • Dryden, naturally, lost .his pension and

the laureateship..

"Now,· ae he was entering old age, Dryden

again had to write for a living. n6 But , regardless of the
drudgery

ot the task,

it is clear that Dryden "grew tonder ot

hie occupation as be proceeded."

The ngolden.Preface"

describes his delighted progress from Homer to Ovid, trom
Ovid to Chaucer, and from Chaucer to Boccaccio.

The volume

continued to grow, even beyond his expectations.

"I have

built a house," he concludes, "where I intended but a lodge,.tt
It, however, he had thought ot .his *'lodge" aa a green retreat

tor a fading muse, he was wrong; instead, he round a "house"
whose bustling halls entertained his ripest powers.

There

had been no fading17
In the Preface to his
greatneos as, a critic.

fabl~~.

Dryden established his

The Patgc,e, presents us not only With

a true estimate or his originality and insight in appreciation, but also a new set of ideas which have enriched the
function ot English criticism.

In ithis respect the Pretac.!

can be compared to the ~ssny

Dramat~c,.k fgesi..!•

sf.

The latter

work has many novelties which were to be made common by hie

5van

Doren, !m•, JU&.., P• 2u..

60eorge Sherburn, LHE, P• 730~

7van Doren, .22• cit., PP• 214-215.
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successors •. "But we never know where he will not point the
way to what is coming.

In the Pref.a.£! to the Ftble s, all i i

overshadowed by the praise of Chaucer, but Dryden foresaw a

habit which waa to be indulged in, tor good or ill, by many

literary cr1t1cs

or

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

and with which we may sometimes think that we have become too
familiar:

Miltwn was the Poetical Son of Spt,ncer,/""sic 7,
Mr. aller of tairfy; tor we have our I'inear ,
Descents· and C~ans, as well as other Families.
Here Dryden says "Clans" and "Families"; but; we are .
. at the beginning ot the division of' Ql.r poets into "Schools. n6

The !Te.face, however, is of primary importance because it
initiated the revival ot the "sunkf!n reputation

or one

ot the

greatest English poets." Van Doren suggests that perhaps the
one thing which hao assured Dryden's.reputation as a poet ia
the fact that nhe championed and gave vogue to the Qijgterbuf..!

Tale.!•" Chaueer•s

repu~tion

was lower in the seventeenth

century than it had been before or has been since..
poetry was seldom read.

Hie

Englishmen referre4 to him as a

"difficult old author who had a remarkable but obscure vein

ct gaiety." Spenser's tribute was forgotten, and Milton's
went unnoticed.

According to Dryden, "Mr. Cowley despised

SDavid Nichol Smith, John ptxden, London, 1950.
PP• 8.3·84.
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him."

Addison, in his Accmmt

.et the

,Pre1tegt ,r;rifdish;

?,oe!{~

which he contributed to the fourth !:Usgellanx in 1694, pronounced what seemed a "final benediction over the skeleton

or

h:ls f'ame":

In vain he jests in his unpolished strain
And trie• to make bis readers laugh in vain • • •
But now the mystic tale that pleased ot yore
Can charm an understanding age no more. 9
Such a stntiment waa not peculiar to Addison.

Most

ot the writers ot the century regarded Chaucer as an anti•
quated buffoon, sometimes coarsely amusing, and a convenient
pattern tor a coarseness worse than his own.lo Dryden'e

J!retsce~ then, was a bold critique. 11 There had been little
crlticls• ot Chaucer prior to Dryden.

Sherwood quotes Mies

Spurgeon.as calling the P}:efa91 •the first detailed and care-

ful criticism ot Chaucer" in our language.12· Dryden took
great pains to deny that Chaucer was "a dry, old-taabion'd
Wit, not worth reviving." Throughout the

J!refBg,, he pro-

claims the humanity ot Chaucer, declaring that he "had

9van Doren, 21?.• SU.•, pp., 220-221.
10sa1ntsbury, CHEL, P• 166.
llJames Russell Lowell, Amorur;

1896, P• ?2.

!!% Bookg, Boston,

12John o. Sherwood, "Dryden and the Rules: The
Pretace to the ·11blr!l•" lb.! Journal $?l §nglieh i!d ,Ge;rmantc
=~it$!ogyt Urbnna, llinois, Jan3, 193"3, vol. L , no. I,
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written for all times.nl)

And, it is further to Dryden•a .

'credit that he noted that the elder poet ".follow'd Nature
everywhere." . Thia is a particularly significant statement
from a poet who lived in an age, when "nature waa more talked
about than explored."

Further. Dryden's criticism ot Chaucer

indicated a sincere appreciation and affection tor the· medieval poet.
Fabtes.tt

1tThe humanity of Chaucer had its effect on the

It ie a genuine pleasure to watch Dryden, who had
.:

',

.

dealt ao exclusively throughout· hia career in the styles and

accidents of utterance, expand and ripen under the influence
0£ so richly human· a writer:"as Chauoer.14 .

In sum, I seriously protest, that no Man ever
had, or can have, a greater Veneration for
£.haucer than my self. I have translated some
part ol his Works, only that I might perpetuate his Memory, or at least refresh itl
amongst my Countrymen. It I have al.ter d him
anywhere for the better, I must at the same
time acknowledge, that I could have done nothing
without him • • •

In the Preface Dryden has allowed the "rules to take
care ot ·themselves."· His judgment or Chaucer is based

largely on "tastes and instincts. 0

In contrast to the Essay

Qt Dra.mat{ick foesU., there is hardly·. a· clear ·and direct
reference to a ·specific rule in the whole essay.

l3van Doren, S!llo cit., P• 221~

-

14tbid.

The Pr1face
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undoubtedly lacks the precision. the directness, and critical
range of the earlier essay.

On the other band, in no

othe~

ot Dryden's prose essays do we .find ao much personal entbusiasm.

That the critical judgments "have an air ot unorthodoxy

about themn is unimportant.

The chief interest, aa Sherwood

points out, li•s in the fact that a ttpoet ot genius exalted
over a po~t ot art."1;

For our purpose here,. the important

thing about Dryden's appreciation

or

Chaucer is that· he was

able to see, through the barriers ot language and an unfamil-

iar literary idiom, the essential virtues which he admired;
whereas the more arbitrary neo-claesical

critics~

though

holding to the same principles, were never quite able to
apply them to such seemingly unpromising material..16

Because ot its

scatte~d

nature, Dryden's criticism

of Chaucer in the PrefJ!Ce is rather hard to deal with.

For

convenienoe 9 Sherwood regards it as falling into tour sections:

(l) a comparison of Chaucer and Boccaccio; (2) a

comparison ot Chaucer and Ovid; ()) a "charaeter" of Chaucer;

and (4) a second comparison

or

Chaucer and Boccaccio.l?

The first of these empirical divisions consists ot
little more than a·brief 'discussion ot Chaucer and Boccaccio

lSsherwood, 522• cit.,
16Ib1d., P•

2; .

17IJ>id't, P• 19.

p~

14..
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as refiners ot their respective languages.
He CBocoaccio 7 and C~a:uo!,l:t among other
Things, had thI's in common, that they
retin'd their Mother-Tongues • • • Chaucer
(as you have forrnerl.x_been told. bY. our
learn 1 d Mr. RJu:met L Thomas Ryrnerv7) first

adorn' d and amplified our barren 1rongue ·
from the Provencal}, which was then the most
polisb'd of all tho Modern Languages •.

the comparison ot Chaucer with Ovid in the second

section ia ~riginal with Dryden.18 Indeed, when Dryden
writea that Chaucer "is a perpetual Fountain ot good Senee"
and that he likes him better than Ovid, he ie making a bold
contession.19 Dryden frankly admits that there are seme who
will think ot him as a "little less than mad for preferring
the Englishman to the Roman.ff

In the comparison

Chaucer, Dryden speaks generally in terms

or

or

form.

Ovid and
He refers

briefly to the wonderful facility and clearness both men
exhibited, and then goes on to compare them under the following categories:

words."

"invention," "manners," and "thoughts and

Wffere," says Sherwood, "we have a standard form of

classical and neo-classical crittcism.n20 Aristotle discusses tragedy under the beadings Plot, Character (manners),
Diction (W'Ords), Thought, Spectacle, and Song; while the
18tb~.s!·, P• 20.

19towell, .21?• c'1t., P• 72.
20sherwood, .2B.• cit., P• 21.
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French Le Bosau in treating the epics, speaks· ot Fables, .

· f'11ti;ere, to.me, Moeur!,, Pensees, and §nre~!Ji,op.•

Finally,

Deyden mentions briefly the learning ot Ovid and ·chaucer.21
Taking Dryden's comparisons in order, we should note

hia remark that neither Chaucel' nor Ovid was an inventor •
• • • Ovid only copied the Grecian Fables;
and moet ot Chaucer•§ Stories were taken
· trom his Jtal!,r.iB:,i.!ontemporaries or their
Predeceeaora: : ccace his Dgcamsron was
first publish'd;
from thence our
EnglJs~a.n baa borrow'd many ot his
eantgr}irx Tales; Yet that of Pf!l§mng and
~Fgi~e was written, in all prooabiIIty~ by
some f tali an Wit, in a f'orme r Age, as I .
shall prove hereafter: The Tale of Qt\~11<\
was the invention of fett!rcg; by him sent
to Boccace; from whom it came to Ch§lucer:

ana

7S~-and Cresaig~ was also written

'6.y a ·
Author •• ., Both or them built on
the Inventions of other Men1
·

t

a

and, as to "manner," Dryden writes:
Both ot theio understood the Mann~rs, under
which Name I comprehend the Passions, and,
in a larger Sense, the Descriptions ot
Persons, and their very Habits. For an

Bxamrle, I see !nuca and Philemon as per-

.feet y before me, as if some ancient Painter
had drawn them; and all the Pilgrims in the
01mterbµr;z Tales, their Humours, their
Peatures, and the very Dress, as distinctly
as it I had supp'd with tho at the Tabard

!n Southwa,£k.

-----

Here be concludes that Chaucer is Ovid's superior.
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The characters of Chaucer are much more lively than Ovid 'a,
and are "a•t in a better Light.ff
In the matter

os

ttwords," Dryden is unable to make a

case tor Chaucer, showing a common neo-classical' prejudice
against Chaucer's language.2 2 Dryden'& remarks here lack
their usual directness; instead, he"brushes aside the matter
with the statement that Ovid lived when "the Roman Tongue was
in its Meridian; whereas Chaucer wrote tt1n the Dawning
LangUage.n

or

our

He concludes the issue with a statement that this

part ot the comparison is not on "an equal Foot."
Chaucer's 6 thoughts,n on the other hand, seem to
Dryden superior to Ovid's.

They are to be measured, he says,

"only by their Propr1ety"J that is, as they flow more or less
naturally from the persons described on wch and such occa-

sion, and as an example of lack 0£ propriety, Dryden instances
the uses

or

ttconceits,~

_"jingles,n and "turnsn in scenea ot

passion, where ttthey are nauseous, because they are unnatural."
Thus, to Dryden, Chaucer succeeds where Ovid tails. 2)

The comparison of Chaucer and Ovid is tollowed by a
character ot Chaucer

alon~.

In this section Dryden mingles

critical and biographical matter. ·the results ·are aomewhat
rambling and digressive.24 It will be iUtticient to point
22tbifl •.

2J:{bid.
2J.hbic!. ' p. 23 •
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out and diacuss only thoae passages which have some critical
signil'icance. ·. Dryden begins w1th some general praises of

Chaucert
In the first place, ·As he is the father of

Poetry, so,I hold him in the same
Degree ot Veneration as the Oreeians held
En&t~.!h

J!omer • or the ,!t.omal\§ Virgil.:'

He ·rs· a

·

perpetual Fountain of good Sense; learn•d
in all Sciences; and therefore speaks prop-

erly on all Subjects:

As he knew what to

say, so he knows also when to leave oft; a
Continence which le practis'd by tew Writers,
and scarcely by any of the Ancients, except•

ing Virf!l and fioracJt.

Dryden goes on to point out that Chaucer always fol-

lowed nature, •but was never eo bold to go beyond her."
"The tone

or

this," aaya Sherwood, "is obviously neo-claaai-

oal," with its constant emphasis on good sense, learning,
continence, and following nature.

Much of Dryden's criticism

here i i conventional enough. Chaucer was still regarded as
the father ot English poetry, and aside from tbs fact that
most·Of Dryden's contemporaries regarded the Middle English

as a barbarous language, the older poet's learning had been
generally praised.2; The first part of the character of
Chaucer is followed by aome comments on Chaucer's verse• which,

Dryden confesses, ie not harmonious to his age. Nevertheless,
he feela its eloquence and l!lUsical quality, which has about
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ot a Scotch tune"" Although not perfect, this ttrude sweetness" ot Chaucer's verse ia natural,
it the "rude Sweetness

and highly pleasing, even to the seventeenth century ear.26

Then follows a di8eUJJsion which indicates clearly Oryden•a
ignorance

or

not only Chaucer's versification and metre, but

of the value the earlier poet' e age placed . on the tinal .::!•

'Tis true, I cannot go so tar as he who

publiah'd the last Edition ot him; tor he

would make us believe the Fault is in our

. Ears, and that there were really Ten
Syllables in a Verse whe~e we t1nd but
Hine: But thia opinion is not worth con-

futing; •tis so gross and obvious an Error,
that common Sense • • • must convince the
Reader, that Equality ot Numbers in every
Verse which we oall Heroiok, was either not
kno..n, or not always practie 1 d in Qhaucer'a
Age. It were an easie Matter to produce
some thousands of h1a Verse, which are lllme
for want ot halt a toot. and sometimes a
whole one, and 'Which no.pronunciation can

make otherwise.

We can only say, that he

liv•d in the Infancy of our Poetry, and that
nothing 1• brought to Perfection at the tirst.

In tailing to understand or appreciate Ohaueer'a
veraiticntion, Dryden was at one with most ot his contemporaries and predecessors since the sixteenth century. 27
Furthermore, we should not condemn Dryden tor not recognising the perfection ot Chaucer's verse on the basis of the

text ~hich he used--Speght's edition of 1687--in which we

261bic\.

-·

27Ibido
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constantly come on lines 'Which are., as Dryden said, n1arne .

for want of halt a toot."
ist.

Also, Dryden was not a

textual~

He lived before textual criticism had spread to

English poetry •. ·He accepted the text that he was given, and
. he was right in saying, on the evidence ·of this text, that

Chaucer's versification was very irregular.28

Following the discourse on Chaucer's versification,
Dryden gives space to a biographical sketch of the poet,
after which he raiaes the question as to whether a poet has
a right to

sati~ise

the clergy.

I f:'Dryden.:1 cannot blame him for inveighing so sharply against the Vices of the
Clergy in his Age: Their Pride, their
· .
Ambition their Pomp, their Avarice, their
Worldly fnterest, deserv 1 d the Lashes which
he gave them • • • A Sat:yrical Poet is the
Check or the Laymen on bad Priests.
· These matters in the Preface are then

tollowe~

by

what is possibly the finest passage in the essay--a passage

ot enthusiastic appreciation:
He f:"Chaucer.:l must have been a Man of a
most wonderful comprehensive Nature, because,
as it has been truly observ'd of him, he has
taken into the Compass or his Canterbur1
Tales the various Manners and Ifumours (as we
now call them) or the whole English Nation in
his Age. Not a single Character has escap'd
him •. ·

so
The passage continues with a rather lengthy• but
understanding analysis of the various types of persons whom

Chaucer had depicted so skillfully in the

~anterbuty

T@l.eg.

He notes with enthusiasm how Chaucer, by mean8 ot character...
i:ation, tells his reader of the manners and customs of.his

age.

Dryden'• praise in thiB passage ie a.noble tribute to

his predeceasor•e 1n$ight into humanity:

our Fore-tathers and Great Grandamea
all before us, as they were in Qhf"~et!w! Days;
their general Characters are stii remaining

We have

in Manld.nd, and even in ;Englng!j, though they

are called

by

other Names than those of

and t·luns:

Cll£Ioaf\,

~oncg'

and ~ A~bfl.siuas,
For Mi~nd ie evel" the same, and

and Zaare,, and

nothiiii°lost out of Nature, though every thing
is alter'd•
In the remaining portions of the Pre{age. 'Which deal
with Chaucer, Dryden concerns himself with a defence

or

his

translations ot Chaucer and, finally, a brief comparison
Chaucer.and Boccaocio with an appended discussion

or !bl.

K91ght ts !W,~ .

In modernizing Chaucer Dryden had to overcome two
prejudices:
I tind some People are of fended- that I have
turned these Tales into modern ~n~ish;
because they think them unworthy ~ my Fains,
and.look on Hhaucer as a dry, old•fashion*d
Wit, not worth reviving.

•

•

•

•

•

•

or
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But there are other Judges W:lo think I ought

not to have translated Chaucer into En&l.i§.q,
out of.a quite contrary Notion: They suppose

there ia a certain Veneration due to his old
Language; and that it is little less than .·

Protanation and Sacrilege to alter it. They
are farther ot opinion, that somewhat or his
good Sena• will suffer in this Tranarusion,

·and much of the Beauty

ot hia Thoughts will

infallibly be lost • • •

.

.

To the first, and by tar the largest group, Dryden's
anawer was that now, by means ot his modern translation.they
might aee tor themselves that Chaucer was worth knowing.

And,

to the second and scholarly group, Dryden's answer was
equally pertinent:
'Tis not for the Use ot some old Stlfsv.! · .
Friends that I have taken these Pa na with

him: Let them neglect my Version, because
they have no need.or it. I made it for their
8akes who understand Sense and Poetry as well

as they; when that Poetry and Sense is put

into Words which they understand •

. Dryden concludes his defence with a protest that no
man had ever felt a greater attect1on tor Chaucer than he.
"I have translated aome part of his Works," he declares,

ttonly that I might perpetuate his Memory, or at least re£reah
it, amongst my Countrymen."
In his second comparison

or

Chaucer with Boccaccio

Dryden tells bis reader that not only did the two men live
in the same age, but that they were endowed with similar
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genius, and tttollow'd the as.me Studies.st He reminds ua again
that each or them was a cultivator or bis mothe:r..tongue, and

that each, generally speaking, was a borrower rather than an
inventor'• . For. serious poetry, however, Dryden . tavora .the

English poet, whose more difficult medium of 'verse is far

superior to the easier medium ot prose which the Italian
writer employed •. But, says Dryden, "let the reader
weigh
·, .

tme!Qboth; and i f he thinks me partial to Chaucftr, 'tis in
him to right Boocace.tt
In conclusion he writes:
.

.

.

I prefer in our Countryman, far above all his
other Stories, the Noble Poem ot fgl{!!on and
A~oitt•

,

He tells us .further that his reason for preferring
..

'

'

this story is 1ts epic possibilities, and · tpe s so far as to

suggest that it 1• "perhaps not much inferiour t~ the !l,1.1,~
or the Aeneia."
- -

This story, he concluded, is more pleasing

jjtridr

.

than either of the classical epics, and

••• the Manners aa perfect, the Diction ·

as poetical, the Learning as deep and various;

and the Disposition Ml as arttul • • •

John Drydents Preface stands today as a memorial to
.the

pO"d&r

.or

an aging poet.29

David Smith calls it the most

important introductory preface that Dryden wrote.
Smith aays, "a volume ot great richness."

·nI~

is,"

And, undoubtedly

the passages on Chaucer are some ot the great ,pronouncements
or English criticism.
mind some.

ot

His criticirmis or Chaucer, recall to

the oritici:snuJ which he bad penned thirty years

earlier,. j.n which he spoke bis. mind treely. · But there is ·
this d1tferenc e:

In his praise or Shakespeare he gave height- .
ened expression to what others were ·thtnkixl'g; ...
in hia praise ot Chaucer he broke through ··· · ·
received opinion, and about Chaucer's e·ssen...;· ,
tial merit$! as distinct trom bia versification, he sa d what we all say now.JU .. · ·
It le evident• then, that Dryden was no:t only. the

. t.~rst Englishm~ to praise with. enthusiasm and understanding,

tll•.poeti~ genius ot Geoffrey Chaucer, he literally ."broke
.

· ~ew ground, .,ll. giving popular vogue. to the first ·ot:England' a

great poets.

As Van Doren notes, there waa coming into

existence in Ensiana, tor the first time, "a. reading public.ttl'2

In 1700 this audience was not so familiar with Chaucer as we
.are •... It. was with tbls ·. knowledge. that Dryden undertook the

modernization of Chaucer •. It was an'act of service, an act
or piety to "the tather of Engliah poetry, to make him better
known to his own countrymen.33 ·For this reason, it is hard
30Sm1th, D. t~., Sll• s:;it., PP• 81-83 •

3ltbid., P• 84 ..
32van Doren,·. 5!11• pi~., P• 237 •

. 331~1~.· ' p11 82 •.

to agree with Warton that the

ttPrets~I to

the 1.:§)lles is

supertic1al.tt34 It is desultory sometimes, digressive, often
redundant, more informal than most ot Dryden's prose t but

never euperticial. To ofter to a reading public, who generall7 thought of Chaucer aa a kind ot "freak," a l!!!YP
gat!at"@e,lS the idea that he (Chaucer) could be compared more

than

jus~ ~avorably

with the Greek and Roman classical poets,

is hardly superficial insight. No poet before Dryden had
choaen to see so clearly the poetic genius ot Chaucer.

They

may~ ha~~ telt it, imitated it, alluded to it, but they never
attempted an analysis

ot it. Thia, Dryden has done for us

in the Patape. to his Fable1.

34warton,

!'m•

gif1., vol. II, P• 247.

35Ainger, 2n• cifi., P• 14.4.,

CHAPTER III
'tHE fABLES AHCir;NT AND MQD~.

The volume of verse which is known aa Dryden'a
Fables was to be the last be was ever to write.

'

For this

volume hia publisher, Jacob Tonson, paid Dryden 2SO guinea••
which ftfor 12,000 lines works out, as Pope calculated, to
approximately sixpence a line,.nl · Small revatd, perhaps, tor

a work which Warton described aa nthe most animated and harmonious piece of versification in the English language."2

And, indeed, the Fables stand today as noble tribute to the
poetic genius of a man writing in the very twilight ot·bis
lite.

The ~Ables. are the work of a mature mind; and they

ehow a rare instance of a talent so steadfastly and perseveringly self-improved, that "in life's seventh decenniu.m,
---

es
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gr~b

the

But, in

or Art ove:rweighed the detriment of Time.

truth, no detriment of time ia

h~

percept1 ble ·• •

~n

Both

a youtbtul fire and an·unusually accomplished skill are to be

found in the r.abteg.3 With the unfailing catholicity ot
taste which is one of Drydents finest literary characteris-

tics, he completely ignored the contempt with which his age
was wont to look on medieval literature.

As a result, his

translations, or rather paraphrases, ot Chaucer were to be
one ot the moat sin51lar 1 and at the same time most
. liantly successful

bril~

ot all his poetical experimenta.4 ·

Dryden called his book ot poems Fabl;§'s,· .using that

word

in

its simplest sense, atories.

As the volume .finally.

appeared, the FabJ:ee contained, besides prefat.ory mat:ter and
a dedication to the Duke of ·Ormond,· tour pieces from Chaucer.
one piece then attributed to Chaucer,* three selections trom
Boccaccio, the first book of the
Ovid's

~et1morBhogeg

111@~,

some versions ot

in continuation of others previously

published, an E2~st;J,,9 $9. Jghn ~ifteJh the second §.!:;.. C,eeiJ:Ja
Ode, commonly called .A).exands.r~.s ,[eaJ1\, and an Epitaph.;

The .four works ot Chaucer which Dryden included in his volume

3w11son, .22• c!\•• P• 206.
ed.

4oeorge Saintsbury' ·Rtf~'g• English Man ot Letters,

by John Mor-ley, N~w York,

6 ,

P• 15).

*see Appendix A.
Ssaintsbury, 2Jl• cil!_., P• 155·

8?
are

J:alcp~on

~

le!

An4. A,roit!, from The. I{tll&,ht' ! :Tale, t.he Coqg g,

f'rom !h!, tJ.un' s, t!r&e,s!f' p T@l,o., Ih.~ Wittt 2l. !;A~h' a

Tale 1 and The Characier

2!: !.J!!?.gg, P,ai:!2Jl•

The chivalric romance of
from The

Knigb~'-~

.P§l.D~!l

gnq Arqi ~!, taken

hl!,, is the longest and most labored

or

the Ohaucerien stories; however, it possesses a degree of

regularity which might satisfy the most severe critics.
'

Dryden•a treatment of this poem enables us to judge to what

extent he understood ttan accurate combination.or parts," a
coherence of narrative, and the essentials of epio,.. poetry.

And,-. it it cannot be called an improvement of Chaucer, it

ia, nevertheless, so spirited a transtue1on ot his id.eaa
into modern verse, as alm.oat to claim the merit

or

original-

ity. . Indeed, there are many passages which show reason to

.

carry. tbia praise still higher, and nthe merit ot invention"
ia added to that

or imitation. 6_

. . However justified Scott 1 a praise, it should be

pointed out, nevertheless. that in Enla!!2D gnd Aro1te,
Dryden baa obviously applied the heroic formulas of the sev..
enteentb ·century. The result is a sometimes stilted poe••
etaurrendering to the Restoration heroic tradition, Dryden
has drawn the sting ot Chaucer's colloquial charm and

6s1r Walter Scott,

ttT~e

Life of John Dryden,"
M:lsgelJ;aneo~s Pre! WDrb ~air.~~' ed. by
Robert ade t, dinb~ Ml>CCCXL~~Sict~, P• 85.

IQ!
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injected with a blunt needle the false dignity.of Almanzor

and Aureng-Zebe.•7
Neither the "jovial aatire nor the purple melo-

dramatt ot Chaucer's tale are to be found in Dryden's translation.

Epithets. oircumlocuttons. latinisms, grave con-

ceits, and standard alluaions are . nin profusely in to thicken
bis version.

They do not ennoble the original texture.

The

verse is un1torm and handsome, but the psychology is almost
everywhere gross.8 Deyden did, however, follow Chaucer's
original plot, but by adding and enlarging some passages, or
by omitting others, he bas altered the aspect

or

the poem to

. such a degree that hie piece cannot lay claim to the title

ot

translation.

Dryden was too much a man of hie ti~e ~o

follow the masterly aiJaplicity of Chaucer's diction.

Instead

· he used the polished, artiticial, and often pompous language

. which we. know trom his other worka.9
_Evidence of Dryden' 1 artif icis.l and at times oston-

tatioua expression can be noted in the early portions
tale.

or

the

For Chaucer's simple, and yet gracefully expressive

lines,
7vanDoreri, 21?• ~.1,p., P• 223.

8!..b14.•, PP• ~23•224.
9robler,, a.£. -gil.•, PP• 66-67 •

Where that ther kneled in the heighe weye
A compaignye of ladyea, tweye and twoye •

Ech after oother, clad in clothes blake;
But swich a cry and swich a wo they make

T'nat in this world nys cr4tature lyvynge ·

That herde swich another waymentynge;
And ot thia cry they nolde nevere atenten
Til they the reynes or his brydel henten.
"What folk hen ye, that at myn homcomynge
Perturben so my toste with criynge?"

.

Quod Theaeua. ·"Have ye so greet envye
ot myn honour, that thus compleyne and crye?
Or who bath yow mysboden or offended?
. .

And telleth me i f :1.t may been amended,
·.
And why that ye b&en clothed thus 1n blak."10

Dryden has aubatitutedt

Marching, he chanc'd to c&st his Eye aside,
And saw a Quire or mourning Dames, who lay
By Two and Two across the common Way:

At hie Approach they raia•d a ruef'ul Cry,
And beat. thtiir Breasts, and held their Hands
on high,
Creeping and crying, till they aei3'd at last
His Coursers· Bridle and his Feet embrac'd.
Tell, said jhe.,~uJ!, what and whence you are,
And why this Funeral Pageant you prepare?
Is this the Welcome or my worthy Deeds,
To meet my Triumph in Ill-omen'd Weeda?

. Or envy you my Praise, and would destroy

With Grief ray Pleasures, and pollute my Joy?
Or are you 1njur1 d, and demand Relief?
Name your Request, and I will ease your
Orief .11
'

Generally speaking, Dryden has not changed the basic
meaning or Chaucer's lines; but, be has- enlarged on it, and,

lOchaucer, ~?r~.!• P• 29.
llDryden,.Poems, P• 282.
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. • •

l • 1· • ; •

·'.

it would ·aeem, somewhat unnecessarily.

'i

'. \ .. i

'·

~·. ' :

And, I believe, even

those With the most casual knowledge ot Chaucer's

~iddle

English muat admit that in this particular instance Dryden
is Chaucer's inferior in the choice of words.·

Further evidence

or what

appears to be an interior

choice ot words on Dryden's part is to be noted in those
. very tine lines in which Ohaucer·describes Palamon•s first
vision ot Emily:,

• • • thurgh a wyndow, thikke of many a barre
Of iren greet and square as any sparre 9
He cast his eye upon Emelya,
And therwithal he bleynte and cride, "Al"
As· though he atongen were unto the herte.
And with that cry Arcite anon up sterte,
And seyde, "Coayn myn, what eyleth theei
Tha~ art so pale and deedly on to see?l~
In hla description, Dryden writes:
He thro' a little Window cast his Sighto .
Tho' thick ot Bars, that gave a Scanty·Light:
. But ev'n that Glimmering aerv'd him to descry
Th' inevitable Charms ot EmfJ.f•
.
Scarce had he seen, but, se z d with sudden
Smart,
Stung to the Quick, he felt it at his Heart;
Struck blind with overpowering Light he
·
stood,
Then started back amam'd, and cry'd aloud.
Young Argt~e beard; and up he :an with haate,.
To help · la Friend, and 1n his Arms embrac'd; 13
l2crutuce:r, Work~., P~. 31.

13nryden, Poems, ,.p,

2ss.
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Here, it would seem, Dryden's verse not only suffers
i'rom such undue verbiage as "Th' inevitable Charms • • •tf •'
and "Struck blind with overpowering Light he stood," but we

teel P.alamon•s reaction ts·a little contrived, a little too
dramatic.

Perhaps, as he was otten wont to do, Dryden was

writing with "tongue in cheek," thus losing some

or

the sin-

cerity ot his original.
Similarly, Dryden•s psychology, as Van Doren points
out, is often insensitive and undiscriminating_, For Ohaucer•a
lines,

The quene anon, .tor verray wommanbede,

Gan for to wepe, and so did Emeleye,
And alle the ladies in the oompanye,14

Dryden has substituted the rather gross: .
The Queen, above the rest, by Nature rJOod,
(The Pattern form 1 d or perfect Womanhood)
For tender Pity wept; When she began,
Through the bright Quire th' infectious

Vertue ran •

. All dropt thei~ Tears, ev'n the contented
Maid;l.5

·

Equally dissonant .are Dryden's lines,
Fierce Love has pierc 1 d me with his fiery
·
Dart,
16
He fries within, and hisses at my Heart ..
-·-

l4ohaucer, Work!, P• 39.
15nryden, Poe~§., po 29411
16lJW!•• P• 291.
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which can hardly be called even a paraphrasal ot Chaucer' SI·

Thta Palamoun, that tboughte that thurgh
bis herte
.
He telte a coold swerd sodeynliche glyde,17
Very often Dryden' a treatment or his original ia

al.most completely inconsistent with the spir1t of the poem;
for example• in one instance, he turns Chaucer.' a serious and

colorfully graphic description of the raurals in the Temple

ot

Venus into a rather ludicrous picture.

Whereas in the

. e(lrlier poet we have such line poetry as:

The statue ot Venus, glorious for to ae,
Was naked* tletynge in the large see,

And fro the navele doun al covered was •
With wawes grene, and brighte as any glas.18

. Dryden gives us such facetious inventions as:
She trode the Brine, all bare below the Breaot, 19
And the green Waves but ill conceal'~ the Rest;

Further on, Chaucer's ttsmylere with the knyt under
the cloke," is very inadequately replaced by three whole
.lines about hypocrisy in Dryden's veraion. 20 According to

Warton, Dryden has converted this image into clerical hypocrisy, under which he takes an opportunity

17cbaucer, ?L,orks, P• 37.
1Srp1d. 1 pe 42.
19Dryden, foemJh P• 296.
20sa1ntsbury, !Ul~ cit •. t P• 158.

or

gratifying his

9)
spleen against the olergy.21 Dryden also may be accused or

loading the dying speech ot Arcite with conceits tor \rlh1cb
his original gave no authority.

In like manner, , the plea

used' by Palamon in his prayer to Venus, although undeniably
fine poetry,1a somewhat l'IOre nakedly expressed by Dryden
than by Chaucer.

!he modem.poet appears to have forgotten

that Palamon speaks the language

or

chivalry, and ought not

'to use an "expression of Lord Her'.bert. tt22

While Dryden sometimes falls short or Chaucer in
simple descript1on 1 or in pathetic effect, we should note
that in dialogue, or in argumentative parts of the poem,
Dryden bas frequently improved upon his original •. Thus, the
quarrel:. ~between Arcite and Palamon is wrought: up·.with greater
energy by Dryden than Chaucer, particularly by the addition
ot the following lines, \ihich describe the enmity ot' the caP-

tives against each other; 2)

.ther

Now Friends no more, nor walking Hand in Hand;
But when they met,
made a surly Stand;
And glar'd like angry ions as they pass'd,
And wish'd that every Look might be their
last .. 24

2lwarton, 9.R• cit.•• vol. II, P• 193.
22scott, .22• cit~, P• 86~
2);tbid· .

24nryden, P9em.s, P• 2860
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Dryden .further redeems himself by the regal character1 zat1on of f,.ycurgus and Emetriue, the prayers ot Palamon,

Emily, and Areite to Venus. Cynthia, and

Mars~

Also notably

done are the splendid aettings which· Dryden gives for the
martial act.ions.

Finally, we can delight in the occasional

couplets which Dryden's mind has slashed "with a shining

malice through the tl esue ot kniltttly palaver." ·On these

occo.aions hie knowingness 1& neither ugly, nor smart.

He

.never ttlooks greedily out of the corner of his eye to see
'

.

how YoU take 1ttt; indeed, it is too native with him tor him

to be concerned about that, and "he himself' is too humane.tt2S
Both poets like to describe groups or n1en conversing;

but when Chaucer was only amused, Dryden became contemptuous.
Chaucerts delicious account in the Squire's ·
tale of the loquacious courtiers who gathered
around the steed of brass that stood. be.f'ore

.

the throne of Cambinskan and speculated upon
its origin ia perhaps matched here in the
. Knight's Tale by a tew lines hitting oft the
throng that Eorecast the outcome of tomorrow's
tournament:2

The paleys f'ul 0£ peples up and doun,
Heer thre•, ther ten, holding hir questioun,

Divyninge of thise Theban knightes twoo
Somme seyden thus, Gome seyde it shall be so;
Somme helden with him with the blake berd,
Somme with the balled, somme with the thikke. herd;
2'van Doren, SB• s!l•, P• 224.

-

26Ibid., Pl! 225.
.

9S
Somme seyde, he looked grim and be wolde

tigbte;
·
He hath a sparth or twenty pound of wighte.
Thus was the halle tul of divyninge, ·

Longe after that the sonne gan to springe.27

Dryden is more gr.aphic in this case, and more caustic:
In Xnota 'they stand, or in a Rank they walk,

Serious in AsP..,et, earnest i.n their Talk:
Factious. and tav 1 ring this or t•other Side,

As their strong Fancies, and weak Reason
guide;

Their Wagers back their Wishes:

Numbers hold

With the fair treckl'd King, and Beard of
·.

Ooldt

So v!.g•roua are bis Eyea, such Raya they
cast,

So prominent his Eagles Beak is plac'do
But most their Looks on the black Monarch
bend,

His rising Muscles, and bis Brawn e011mend; .

His double-biting Ax, and beamy Spear,

. Each asking a Ofgantick Force to rear.

All spoke as partial Favour mov'd the mind;
And sate themselves, at othera Cost divin'd.28
Also, we might note Dryden's description of the

Temple.or Mars, which in Saintsbury'a opinion is his most
famous:
The Temple stood ot Mars Armipotent;
The Frame of BurnishT(\"""S'teel, that cast

a glare

From :far, and seem•d to thaw the freezing

A atre1~i:·1ong Entry to the -Temple led,
27chaucer, ~Jorks, P• 1+9·
28Dryden, £.<>emf!., p-. 305 \

Blind with high Walls; and Honour over
Head:
·
Thence :lesu'asuch a Blast, and hollow

Rore,
Door;
·
·
·
In, through that Door, a Northeni Light
there shone;
'hae all it had, tor Windows there were
none.
The Oate was Adamant; Eternal Framel
Which, hew'd by !!!!:! himself, trom ;tndi.~q
Quarries came,
,
··
The Labour ot a God; and all along
.
Tough Iron Plates were clench'd to tnake
.
it strong.
A Tun about was ev'ry Pillar there;
A polish•d Mirrgur shone not halt ao

As threaten'd trom the Hinge, to heave the

clear,.2~

Saintsbury, however, limits bis praise in .this
instance to Dryden's description ot the Tenple itself, which

when contrasted with Chaucer's :ts no less vivid.

But "he

is beaten•" Saintsbury continues, nwhen it comes to 'the
portraiture which waa upon the wa11. 1 n30 Nevertheless, it
should be pointed out that with tew exceptions it ia in
· these passages that Dryden distinguishes himself as a trans-

lator. For Chaucer's lines,
Amyddes of the temple sat Meschaunce,
With diacomtort and sory contenaunce.
Yet aaugb I Woodnesse, laughynge in his rage,
Anued Compleint, Outhees, and -tiers Outrage;
The careyne in the busk, with tbrote ycorve;

29tb'1,2,., P• 297.
)Osnintsbury,

Sm,. SU• ,

P• 158 •
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A thwsand slayn, an nat of 'qualm yatorve;
The tiraunt, with the pray by force yraft;
The toun destroyed, ther was no thyng laftoll
Dryden gives us:

In midst ot all the Dome, Misfortune sat,
And gloomy Discontent, and tell Debate,

And Madness laughing 1n his ireful Mood; ·

And ann'd Complaint on Theft; and Cries of
Blood.

·

There was the murder'd Corps, 1n Covert laid
And Violent Death in thousand shapes displayld:
The City to the Soldier's Rage resign'd:
Successless Wars, and Poverty behind:
Ships burnt in Fight, or forc'd on Rocky
Shores,J2
·
In a comparison

ot the two men•s work in this par-

ticular example, one feels that Dryden bas introduced·con-

siderable strength into the earli•r poet's verse.

Here, we

cannot honestly accuse Dryden of diluting his lines with
"elegant epithets," or the tttlowing versification," which
marks so.much of his poetryo

Instead, the lines are charac-

terized by a boldness, a sustained $trength, and "greater
perfection ol workmanship" than is ordinarily to be round in

his adaptation of Chaucer's Knigh1•1 llYs.!.•33 On the other
hand, Dryden baa judiciously omitted or softened some degrading

31.ohaucer, Works, PP• 42-4).
32nryden 1 Poer!!e P• 297 o

33sas.ntsbury, .e.B•

s.\tt.••

PP• 158-1.59.
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. and some disgusting circumstances in this portion ot the

poem; as the "cook scalded in spite ot his long ladle," the
swine "devouring the cradled infant," the "pickpurse," and
other details too grotesque or ludicrous to harmonize with

the dreadful group al'Ound the=.34
Before concluding the discussion of Dryden's Patam211
an.~

Arcite, I mention, as mere outward details, 11everal

tacts about his poetic form.

For example, Dryden has rendered

in 2431 verses a tale which Chaucer accomplished in only 22;0.
Dryden divides his poem into three books, whereas Chaucer
baa tour parts. The metre which Dryden has employed in his
poem is the same as in the original, the line ot ten syl-

lables, rhyming in couplets.

In his inaugural dissertation,

Alfred Tobler mentions as further criticism ot Dryden's work
the great number ot faulty rhymes, sometimes only slightly

. inexact, sometimes quite bad. Tobler suggests that 1n certain instances Dryden may have intended his rhyme "only tor
the eye";)5 however, ve should not overlook the tact that
pronunciation bas changed since the seventeenth century.

We

can aaswne that as careful a stylist as Dryden would be

unlikely to write false rhymes.
.

To illuatrate Tobler'• crit------

icism, I have included some of hi& example& of Dryden's
34scott, .r&• pj\.t. , P• 86.

3Stobler, al?.• cit., PP• 66-67.
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inaccurate rhyming, taken from approximately the first five

won, crown S, 6; .!.2!. (verb),
Jalgggh,2;, 26; .f'orlom,, 1YI.n 29, 30; P~&h,, clemancx 71, 72;
)..1~, 1tI.£amu: 85, 86; l!e!!, ~ 9.3, 9le.; .f.!ecl.ar!J!., i:ewaD! 10) 1
hundred lines ot the poem:

104; .voa,

~

l2S, 126; .cr.i.,e..!

1

9,.b,segy!!..rt 131, 132; gro!!Jld,

wound (n) _149, lSO; -..,ere, 9QJi!a.r' i;1, 152; !i:i-t:!, war 1S9,

160; loos'd,
L~und

tnglo1~g

}!OUD~•

166, 167; stoog, aloud 235, 236;

2.57, 2SS ... 273, 272; . &J29ltEl,

~ 270, 271;

448, 4SS; messeap, Jmage 4.58, 459; OO§!War:e,

I

f !let,

~l.'ayeJ.ler

&)'!eat

492,

493; llO\ll7D(s}, t.ttJ!tM 502, SO) - SOS, ;09 - 612, 611; 1!Jnres,

~touab~, ~r~ugul, 627, 628, etc.36
Upon the whole, Dryden's introducing Chaucer' a

hears S34,

Knicbt's

s;s;

~aJ!

to the modern.reader, has deprived it of some

ot the charms which it possesses tor those who have been able
to peruse it in ita original state.

Chaucer, aa John Wilson

states, whaving passed through the hands of Dryden, ia no

longer old Chaucer--no longer Cbaucer.n37 And yet, as
Professor Saintabury remarks, "it is only when Chaucer ia
actually compared that the detects ••

~

rlae to the eye.a

U Dryden•s Pal1moJ! &n9, Arcit~ be read by itself, it is
almost entirely delightful, 38: The spirited and splendid

36l!?.i£, 1 P• 67.
37w11son, .SW• P.~~·, P~ 2Cfl •

3Ssaintsbury, 2.R• ~·· P• 158.
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verse and language of Dryden bave given us a new poem.39
Let us also grant him that in passages of gorgeous

desorip~

tion, some of which we have noted earlier, he has ..ven added
t.o the chivalric splendor ot Chaucer and has in many notable
instances r.raced with poetic ornament the simplicity

or

bis

original.
That Dryden was, on occasion, artiticial, ornate,
and, even unnecessa·rily ostentatious, we cannot deny.

Al.moat

always he tails in tenderness; and he is completely out of
sympathy with the chivalric palaver and flattery which abounds
in his model.

Similarly, Dryden•• humor, it would seem,

lacks t;he warmth and hwunity of Chaucer•a.

ularly evident in f.Alamon and

A,rcit.~,

Thia is partic-

in which the hwaor

generally tluctuatea between the sar-_donic and the ludicrous.
Nevertheless, i f in this poem Dryden fails in

t~ndernesa 1

he

ia never deficient in majesty; and it the heart be sometimes
untouched, the unders~anding and fancy are always exercised
. 4.0
and delighted.
When the story ia light and of the ludicrous kind, as
the fable
Pries~.

or

The

~

1:nd

~be

lms,, or the tale ot the Nun' a

Dryden displays all the humorous expressions of his
) 9w11eon, .22. cit • , p • 2()4. •

40scott, 22• ~·, p •. 67.
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satirical

poetry~

There is in this rathe:r brief piece "a

quaint Cervantic gravity," which Dryden has employed to
express himself', and which wonderfully enlivens what other-

wise might be "mere dry narrat1 ve~ul+l

Van Doren desi"1ates .

this tale as one ot the best and most original ot the f!.abJae s;

and further auggeate that it would be sheer atrectation to
insist that Chaucer's Nun's

Prie.s,$1~!!. Ta!~

has _su_ttered in

hands of Dryden •. Chaucer's poem is surpassingly human, con•
crete, and ely; but Dryden's is no less so, ttthouf)l. its
pitch 1s·· altered. n42

In the opening lines of the poem Dryden's picture of
the·old widow 1n her cottage is delightfully droll.

Van

Doren calls this account "superior comedy," surpassing, perhaps, its originai.43

Because ot the unusually tine manner

in which Dryden has transfused the Cb.aueerian spirit into

· these lines, I believe they bear repeating in this text: ·

There liv'd, as Authors tell, in Days ot Yore,
A Widow, somewhat old, and very poor:
Deep in a Cell* her Cottage lonely stood,
Well thatch'd, and under Covert of a Wood.
This Dowager, on whom my Tale I .found,

4lnl<i.•t P• 86.
42van Doren, .9.2• cit., p. 226.

-

43tbid.

· ·
~Cell...] Sargeaunt saya this can hardly be right.
In Robinson's text, Cbaucer'a word ia ndale."
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Since last she laid her Husband in the Ground,
A aimple sober Life in patience led1
And had but just enough to buy be.r Hread:
But Huswifing the little Heav•n had lent.
She duly ~id a Groat tor Quarter-Rent;
And pinch d her Belly, with her Daughters two,

To bring the Year about with much ado.
.
'rhe Cattel in her Homestead were three Sows,.

And Ewe called fi~l~I• and three brinded Cows.
Her Parlow-Window stuck with Herbs around
or aav'ry Smell; and Rushes strewed the Ground.
A Maple-llresser in her Hall she had,

·

On which full many a slender Meal ehe made:
For no delicious Morsel pass' d her Throat;
According to her clothes she cut her Coat:
No paynant Sawce ahe knew. no costly Treat_

Ber Hunger gave a Relish to her 'Meat: · .

.·

A sparing Diet did her Health assure;
Or sick, .a Pepper·Posset was her Cure.
Before the Day was done, her Work she sped,
And never went by Candle-light to Bed;
With Exercise she sweat ill Humours out;
Her Dancing was not hinder'd by the Gout.
Her Poverty was glad; her Heart content,
Nor knew she what the Spleen or Vapors meanto
0£ Wine she hever tasted through the Yenr, .
But \'/hit e and Black was all her homely

Chear;
Brown Dread, and Milk (but
her bowls)

ti~at

she skim'd

And Rashers of sindg' d Bacon on the Coale.
On Holy-Days, an Egg or two at most,;

But her Ambition never reach'd to ron6t.
A Yard she had with Pales enclos'd about,
Some high 1 some 19w, and a dry Ditch
Wlthout.44
·
·

In subsequent lines, Dryden's description of the
amorous Chanticleer is an equally

r1n~_portrait.

In thia

particular instance a comparison shows how closely Dryden
has adhered to his original.
44Dryden 1 Poems, pp$

Chaucer, in his tales, tells

31S-3l6o
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that

His coomb was redder than the fyn coral,
And batailled as it were a castel wal;
His byle was blak, and as the jeet ia shoon;
Lyk asure were his leggea and his toon; .
Hie nayles whitter than the lylye flour,.
And lyk the burned gold was his colour.
This gentil cok hadde in his gov-eraunoe
Sevene hennes for to doon al his plesaunce,
Whiche were h1s austres and his paramours,
And wonder lyk to bym, as or colours;
Of whiche the f aireste hewed on hir throte
\11as cleped faire damoyaele Pertelote •
.Curteys she was, discreet, and debonaire,
And compaignable, and bar hyrsel.f' ao taire •
Syn thilke day that she was seven nygbt
oold,
.
That trewely she hath the herte in hoold
Of Chauntecleer, loken in every 11th;.

.,

He loved b~re so that wel was hyni therwith.4S
While Dryden says 0£ the "noble Chanticleer";
High was his Comb and Ocral-red withal
In dents embattelld like a Castle..Wall;
His Bill was Raven-black, and shon like
Jet,
.
Blue were his Legs and Orient were his
Feet:
White were his Nails, like Silver to
behold
His Body glitt,ring like the burnish'd
Gold.
This Gen'tle Cock, tor solace of his Life
Six misses had besides his lawful Wife;46
Van Doren notes further that the disputation between
Dame Partlet and the Cock on the subject of dreams otters

4Scttaucer, Works. P• 2)8.

46Dryden 1 fgems, P• 316.
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Dryden an opportunity which is both welcome and improved.

And the merchant• s eiinple gibe at his friend, ·
I sette not a straw by thy dremingea •. ·
For swevenes been but vaniteee and japes.

Men dreme al-day of owles or of apee,
And eke ot many a mase therewi thal;
·'

Men dreme

or

thing that nevere waa ne shal,

becomes in Dryden' a hands a piece or Luoretian eXpOsition:

Dreams are but interludes which fancy makes;
·.When monarch Reason sleeps, this mimlc wakes;
Compounds a medley of disjointed things, ·
A court ot cobblers, and a mob ot kings •.
Light fumes are merryi grosser fumes are sad;
Both are the reasonab e soul run mad:
.
And many monstrous forms in sleep we see,
That neighte were. nor are, nor e'er can be.
Sometim&a forgotten things long cast behind
Rush forward in the brain, and come to mind.
The muse's legends are for truth received,
And the man dreams but what the boy believed.
Sometimes we but rehearse a former play;
The night restores our actions done by day, ·
As hounds in sleep will open for their prey •.
In abort the farce ot dreams is or a piece,·
Chimeras all.Z.:f
·
Finally, the episode of the brother murdered at the
inn is excellently and swiftly told; and the brief digression on freewill gives Dryden·a "ratiocinative cue which he
takes halt in the spirit of

spirit

or

'fl~l11d.o

Lsici and half in the

the Nun's Priest's Tale itaelt."48

47van Doren, !m• cit., P• 226.
48Ibid. , P• 227.
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Dryden's

~PJ\ po~Js

!!l!! the

Fo0 , although not so

greatly extended as the atory ot Palamon and_Arcite 1 has
been considerably altered in the modem version. . And the
story itself 1s, in many ways, inferior "to many of the

branches ot the old tree," but it has not a few merits, and
the story ot the two friends is one of the very best
kind.

To this Dryden has done ample justice.

or

the

But in the

,

original poem one of the most attractive parts is the solemn
profusion of learned names and citations characteristic of
the fourteenth century, which Dryden tor some reason has

thought it better

to

omit.

It may not be quite clear whether

Chaucer, who generally had a kind ot "satirical undercurrent

ot intention in him," was serious.in putting these into the
mouths

or

Partlet and Chanticleer or not, but still one

misses them.

On the other band, Dryden had made the moat

or

the astrological allusions; "for it must be rsnembered that
he had a decided hankering alter astrology, likemany of the
greatest men

or

the century."49

Why Dryden

~elected

the

~ire

2t path'..! I!!.! among his

few translations from Chaucer, is diff!cult to say.

lt is a

thoroughly harmless (abliay, but it cannot be said to come
up in point of merit to many others ot the Canterbuet Tale§.

49saintsbury, .2.1!•

sett.,

P• 1S9"
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Dryden's enemies would undoubtedly say that he selected the

poem because or the unfavorable opinions or womankind which
it contains.

Of course, those same enemies would doubt-

lessly' find it difficult to explain why he did not choose
instead the scandalous prologue to the Tale, which unites

opinions of womankind at least as unfavorable with other
· matter of the sort ttwhich hostile criticism supposes to have
been'peculiarly tempting to Dryden."

Actually, there is in

the tale as presented in the Fables some evidence

or

this

sort of thing, but certainly nothing which could have been

shocking to the age.

The length

or

the story is in propor-

tion more amplified than is the case with the others.SO For
instance, the twenty-five lines with which Chaucer began the
story of the Wife ot Bath have grown into forty-five in the

Fables.

"Dryden has drawn upon,Shakespeare•s Romeo and

Juliet and Midsummer Night's Dream. Spenser's Faerie gy.eene•

and Milton's L'Allegro to enrich the text of the Canterburx

Tales:Sl
I speak ot ancient Times; for now the Swain
Returning late may pass the Woods invain,
And never hope to see the nightly Train:
In vain the Dairy now with Mints is dress'd,
The Dairy-Maid expects no Fairy- Guest,
To skim the Bowls and after pay the Feast.
pOibid., P• 162.

5lvan Doren, mt• ~·, p •. 228. ·
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She sighs, and shakes her empty· Shoes in

vain,
No Silver Penny to reward her Pain:

For Priests with Pray'ra, and other godly

.
Geer,
Have made the merry Goblins disappear;
And whsre thc:ty plaid their merry Pranks . ·
before.
.
·
Have sprinkl'd Holy Water on the Floor:
And Fry' rs that through the wealthy

Regions run
Thick as the Motes,
Sun,

~hat

.

twinkle in the

.

- ..
•
• • •
The Maids and Women need no Danger rear

•

•

•

e

0

•

To walk by Night, and Sanctity so near:
For by some Haycock or some shady Thorn
H.e bids his Beads both Even-song and Mom.
A lusty Knight was pricking o'er the Plain;S2
Dryden follows soon after with an open attack on the court,

Then Courts of Kings were held in high

Renown,

·

·

E'er made thec:common Brothels ot the
Town;-'J

.

·

Then the tale, Van Doren tells us, "proceeds without
especial distinction.

The story is generally a satire on

womankind, centering around that old query "what does a
woman like best;?tt A knight

to lo9e bis life

ot King Arthur's

i ! he does not find

~~e

court, condemned

answer, hunts far

and near, and finally agrees to marry a poor, ugly old hag,
S2nryden, Poems, P• 3)S.
53;tbi~·
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who in return tells the knight that all her sex aspires to
nsoveraignty, 1t

""

The Wife affects her Husband to command"·'
All must be hors, both Mony, House, and

Land.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

..

A blunt plain Truth., the Sex aspires to
sway,
· ·
~ou to r:~:Y~31; while we, like ~lav.es,

,

The poem concludes with a long speech by the loathsome old lady, greatly expanded from Chaucer.

The unhappy

knight accepts his f'ate, and seals the "Bargain with a
friendly Kiss,n only to see his ugly old wife throw oft her
mask of ugliness and appear as a "creature heav'nly Fair.tt
It is probably the argumentative gitts ot the old hag, who

. tUrns out not to be ·an old hag, which attracted Dryden to
this least pleasing of the Cyterbury Tales.

As we have

noted previously, Dryden is at his best in the argumentative
speech.

He must have recognized.this when he turned his

efforts toward the Wife .2.t Bath's !!l.!• That certain desultoriness which is orten to be round in Chaucer is changed by
Dryden in this instance into an elegantly compact •. and surprisingly convincing argument. and as Professor Saintsbury
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adds, "it 1smuch less surprising in the translation than
in the original that the knight should have decided to submit at once to suob a she-lawyer.n5S

But we rni.ght add in conclusion that the "wife" herself has something to complain

or

in Drydeno

Her fancy for

widowhood 1a· delicntely enough put in the original:

Sende grace to overlive them that we wed.
Dryden characteristically makes it much blunter;
May widows wed as often aa they can,
·.
And ever for the better change their man. 56

Dryden says ot his Character .S?f. !.

goos

it is tt1m1tated from Chaucer and inlarg'd.n57

Parson that
And., indeed,

the termination has been extended to some forty linen which

'_ are wholly original with Dryden, and it makes special references to the circumstances of the time.SS Ainger says ot
this piece that.Dryden has removed from it every trace of
its original individuality.

In this tale we see Dryden him·

self perhaps more clearly than in any of the precedi.ng:translationso S9 To thia character, l'rofessor Saintsbur)· tells
SSsaintsbury, .e.;e .. c3,t., p. 163-'!

56.nw!·

57Dryden, foelll§, P• 342.
58ssintabury, .SW.• sit., p. 16)~

59Ainger, .211• cit., p. 140,
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us, "there is a pleasant little story attached": .
It seems

tram

a letter to Pepys that the .

diarist had himself recommended the character in the original to Dryden's notice- When
the ver:ses were done, tbe poet told Pepys ot
the tact, and proposed to bring them tor his
inspection. · The answer contained a sentence
which displays a much greater antipathy to
parsons than that which, if we may believe
Lord Macaulay who perhaps borrowed th& idea
from Stillingfleet or Collier, Dryden himself
felt. Pepys remarks that he hopes 'from your
copy or this good parson to fancy some amends

made me for the hourly offence I bea.r with
from the sight or eo many lewd original&.' 60 .

We are not certain just what particular trouble
Pepys had to bear at the hands ot the "lewd originals," but,
time-server as he had once been, he was in all probability
sufficiently Jacobite at heart to relish the postscript in
Dryden's

~har@cte..r

£! !!.

Good farso,no

This transfers the

circum.stancee of the expulsion of the Nonjurors to the days
of Richard II and Henry IV.

"Nor,•1 says Saintsbury, "had

there atill been a censorship of the press, is it··at all
probable that this postscript would have been passed for

publication.n6l
The following verses are

suff~ciently

pointed:

Conquest, an odious Name, was laid aside l
Where all submitted, none the Battle try d.

60saintsbury, 21!•
61Ibid. I P• 164 •.

ctt.,

pp, 163-164..

lll

The senseless Plea of Right by Providence,
Was, by a tlatt•ring Priest, invented since:
And lasts no longer than the present sway;
But justifies the next who comes in play.
The People's Right. remains; let those who
dare
Diaputa thei& Pow'r, when they the Judges
are . . 2
Thus 1 we see the ncharacter" of Cha.ucer' s "poure

Persoune

or

a toun" very much enlarged; so much so that the

original can only be said to have furnished the "heads tor
it. ,,6)

Indeed, Chaucer's 50-line original has been expanded

by Dryden into 140 lines.

Some ot the additional material

is simply the ornamental elaboration which is characteristic of Dryden's paraphrast1c style of translation; but, aa
already noted• the greater part ot the new descriptive
detail, especially towards the end ot the poem, delineates
a clerical character who has more 1n·comon uith the nonjuring Anglican clergy of Dryden'a own day than he has with
Chaucer's parish priest.

Since the early eighteenth century

it has been commonly supposed

~hat

Dryden elaborated Chaucer's

sketch to tit the character of Thomas Ken, the non-juring
Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Professor Noyes, Dryden's most

recent editor, is content to notice this identification with
the comment that "external evidence is lacking."
62nryden, f.qem~, P• )44.

63saintsbury, .2R• ct~., p. 16~.

The details
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of .Dryden's portrait, however, make it more likely than has
hitherto been realized, that the poet is paying an oblique
tribute to Ken.64 However, I am inclined to agree with
Professor Saintsbury when he remarks that whatever Dryden's
intention, he has "done few better things.n65
The Fables of Dryden are reeoenized today as perhaps
. the beat exa~ple of his talent as· a narrative poet.66

Dryden's rendering of Chaucer is a totally distinct
ti on from his "Englishing

Juvenal--OVid.

opera~

ot Virgil-Homer-Lucretius-

And you are satisfied that it should be so."

Dryden knew that he could not transfer these poets, accompliahed in art, using their language in an aee of 1ts perfection, with too cloae a likeness to themselves.

He translates

the work of these men because their language is unknown to
his presumed reader.
Chaucer.
mind is

Thie is but half his motive lfith

The laneuage would be more eaaily got over, but the

is

ot another age, and tha.t

leas accessible-more

distant tr<>JD us than the obsolete dialect. Most

or

us are

content to-have the etyle or that day translated into the
64-James Kinsley, "Dryden's 'Character of a Good
Parson' and Bishop Ken, tt Lll! Revitm or Enf{~!h _Studif!S,,

Oxford, April, 1952, vol. III, no; 10"; p.
65saintsbury, .9..:£•

citt.,

66scott, .2.l?.• ~i~., P•

P• 164.

8;.
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ll)
. style of our own.
ciple.

Nor is this a dereliction of poetic prin-

The spirited and splendid verse and lan@lage of

Dryden have given us a new collection of poems.

"Why." asks

John Wilson, "should our literature have foreborne .from m>

enriching herse1r1n67
The age ot Chaucer was widely and variously ditferent
from that of Dryden.

Knowledge, taste, art had advanced with

gallant strides between the two dates; and the bleak and
stormy English. political atmosphere of the fourteenth century had changed, notwithstanding the commotion of the later

civil war, into a far milder and more settled element when
the seventeenth century drew towards a close.

Genius, like•

wise, in the two poets, was distinguished by marked differ•
encea.

Strength, simplicity, earnestness, human affection

characterize Chaucer.

Dryden, on the other hand, has plenty

of strength, too, but it ehows itself differently.

The

strength of Chaucer is ''called out by the requisition

or

the

subject, and is measure to the call. Dryden bounds and
exults in his nervous vigour, like a strong steed broke
loose.n

We feel that an exuberant power and rejoicing free-

dom mark Dryden's verse-a smooth no't!', "a prompt fertility,
a prodigal splendour of words and images. tt

Therefore, as

previously stated, "old Chaucer, having passed through the

67~'lilson, .2.£• cit., P• 204.
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hands

or

Dryden,. is no longer old Chaucer-no longer Chaucer.••

But, the well-chosen and well-disposed, and well-told tales,
full of "masculine sense, lively with humour, made present
with painting-for all this Chaucer brings to Dryden-

becomes by nothing more than the d1sant1quat1ng and the different hand, a new poem. tt
Place the two aide by side and whilst you teel
that a total change bas been effected, you shall
not always easily assign the secret of the
change wrought. There then comes into view, it
must be owned, something like an unpracticed
awkwardness in the gait of the great Elder Bard,
which you less willingly believe, or to which
you shut your eyes, when you have him by himself
to yourself. The step or Dryden is rapid, and
hae perfect decision. He knows, with every
spring be takes, where he shall light. Now
Chaucer, you would often say, io retarded by
looking where he shall next set down his foot. 68
This, I believe, implies that the old medieval
poetry "thinks out loud," and always in careful

d~tail,

cata-

loging, so to speak, the whole series of thoughts, tor an
unpracticed reader.

If we can assume Chaucer to be the

"Father of our English poetry,n then let us assume his
reader the child.

In bis paraphrastic translation of

Dryden utilized a poetic style

wh1.ch~~upposes

says Wilson, "is the consequence of practice.
reader are in better intelligence."

morel!!

Chaucer~

"That,"

Writer and

Thus, where Chaucer

llS
sometimes explains. hia translator hints.69 This is just#
one of the delights experienced in a comparison
poets' work.

or

the two ·

We see, "style, as the art advances, gain in

dispatch. n?O At the same time, Dryden often ~equires more
verbiage to hint than Chaucer employed to explain, justify-

ing, to some extent, James Russell Lowell's criticism of the
Chaucer pieces.

Dryden, according to Lowell, "sometimes

smothered the child-like simplicity

or

Chaucer under feather-

beds of verbiage--ceremoniously took a bushel-basket to bring
a wren's egg to market.n7l To some extent, then, Dryden's
amplifications are not always to be regarded as additional

beauties.

Further, it has been cleverly said of Dryden that

he "scrubbed up" Chaucer-a process,·Ward remarks, which
"suite tine old plate, but not the total erreet of a beautiful old house.u72 Nevertheless, Dryden's translation of the
"Elder Bard" has earned tor him the gratitude of all lovers
of English literature.

For the sake of the spirit 0£ this

outstanding tribute, worthy alike ot him who paid and ot him
who received it, Dryden may readily be forgiven some

-

69Ibid.
70ib1d.

?ltowell, gn. c!~·• P• 74.
72ward, ~' vol. VIII, P• SS.

or

the
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b~emishes

or

(if they be justly deemed such) in the execution

his task.73

APPENDIX A

· When he began hia modernisation of Chaucer• it was

necessary that Dryden use as Ma textual material Spegbt•s
edition of Chaucer.
1n 1602.

The first of these editions was issued

The second appeared in

1.ltt ;:iower !P...4

1667.* In both editions

the Ida;[ was included :r and assumed to have.:

been written by Chaucer.

Subsequent investigation bas proven

this assumption to be wrong.

However, because Dryden did

believG this very tine work to be Chaucer's• it is given

brier mention here. Van Doren calla it a n1uxuriant.," and
nspirited representation of fairy worlds." He says further
that it
• • • is a singularly pure

and

magical piece

ot pageantry in rhyme-royal. Dryden has

flushed and accelerated it; its wheels have

caught fire, and glowing masses of fresh
detail are swept, into the race. The splendor

*see Appendix B.

U7
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is mostly genuine; few ot Dryden's descriptions are less prolix.l
Sainxsbury, equally enthusiastic in his praise, calls
it "the most charmingtt of all Dryden's translations, perhaps

because the "original is itself one of the niost delightful
works

or

the kind."

The delight in a certain amiable kind or
natural beauty, the transference of the signs
and symbols or that beauty to the service ot
a .fantastic and yet not unnatural poetry of
love, the introduction ot abstract and supernatural beings to carry out , .sometimes by allegory and sometimes by personification, the object

ot the poet, are all exemplified in this little

piece or some 500 or 600 lines, in a manner which
it would be hard to match
Froia8art or
Guillaume de Machault

i2

o

•

•

However, the two poems differ trom one another con-

siderably in details

or

machinery and imagery •. For exmnple,

the unknown poet is happier in his (or her) descriptions

or

nature, Dryden in thl representation ot the central personages.

"But both alike bave:.,the power of transporting.,"

Anc\,

although it is not of the Chaucerian canon, !l'!!. ,Flow!!_t! ans!.

l?.b.! LeaJ: is important far two reasons. First cf all,

it ie

a singularly fine piece of poetry; secondly, it is further··

evidence

or

Dryden's more than ordinary faculty for recognizing

lvan Doren, . .9..J?•

.£!!.•,

p. 2'Z7.

2sa1ntsbury, .21!• £.ll_., p~ 160.
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good literature wherever
-

be

met it, and the quite extra.

ordinary faculty or making other people recognize it too by

translating it into the language which they were capable of
comprehending.)

APPENDIX B
EDITIONS OF CHAUCER'S WORKS THROUGH 1793
The workes ot. Geftray Chaucer newly printed, with
d era workes whiohe "Were neuer in print before, ~~
Edited by William Thynne. Thtt preface by Sir Brlin
: '· · .

ke.J

B. L.

ff" xiii - ccclxxx111.

·. ; '..'.' ;_o_od_f_r_a_t., Lodon .. 1532.
.,

·,

1l q r

-

·

'

·

l'.homa~

The workea ot Oeftray Chaucer newly printed, wyth
d uers warkes whych were neuer in print before, !,t.c;.._
Thynne's edition_,7 B. L. t£. ccxlxxxii. WxJ.J.yy

nham :

~ond9n,

1542.

·

.c-'Another copy, with a different title-Jlage and aolo•
phon.J MS. Motes
~obn Reme1:J

for

Tby Dr. s.

Wotton_/.

),ondog, 1542.

C:P~tnt,e~.

The workes ot Oeftray Chaucer newly printed, with
d ere workes which.t, were neuer in print be.fore, etc.

'fbynne•a edition,.V B. L. ff. coclv. WtJr!:IU Bo8
ond2n C'lS4'J?J.
·
.
.
The workes ot Getfrey "Chaucer newly printed, with
diuers additions, whiche were neuer in print beforet
with the siege and destruccion-of the worthy citee or
Thebes compiled by Jhon Lidgate, Monko of Derie, aM£•
rThynno' s edition, with additional poems appende.

J'ohn Stow.J B. L. tt. ccclxxvi11 ib2n,
Jhon Wight : L2ndon, 1561.

~mesifpn

--·· ~ The Workes of our Ant1ent and lerned English Poet,

Gettrey Chaucer, newly Printed.
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y

tor

In this Impression·

:
~
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you shall find these Additions: l. His Portraiture
and Progenie shewed. 2. His Life collectedo )111 Arguments to every Booke gathered. 4. Old and obscure
Words explaned. ;. Authors by him cited, declared.
6. Difficulties opened. ?. Two Bookes of his neuer
before printed. (The Story of Thebes : compiled by
Iohn Lidgate, Monke ot B!FY 111 ) C'Edi ted by Thoma. s
Speght. With woodcuts._/_ . a. L. tE. 394, .C'.Adam
IsliB;J !g:pegs,iJI Jleot• j'ishcm, : &ondin~, l'J911";

The workes of our Ancient and learned English Poet,

Geftrey Chaucer, newly printed. To that which was done
in the .f"orme:r Impressions, thue mu.oh is now.added.
1. In the life of Cha.ucer many thingo. inserted. 2.
The whole worke by olde copies reformed. 3. Sentences
and Prouerbes noted. ~ •. The Significance of the old
and obscure words prooued • • • ;,, The Latine and
French, not Englished by Chaucer translated., 6. The

Treatise, called Jacke Vpland, against Friers : and
Chaucer.•s

A111B.C~

called, La priere de nostre Dame, at

this Impression added. (The Story of 'l'hebeet compiled
by Iohn Lidgate.) Cspeght's edit.ion. ·With woodcuts.J
B. L. ft. 376. Few MS. Notes. A.4Y. _!sliu : London,
1602.
.
The workes of our Anci<tnt, Learned ~ Excel.ant· English

·r.srr ot

Poet Jeffrey Chaucer •••. To which is adjoyn'd The
the siege of Thebes by John Lidgate, etp.
Speght's edition. With an advertisement signed :

• H•.:7 pp. 660.

lt.9ndon, 1687.

.

.

.
The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer compared with the to:rmer
editions, and many valuable MSS. out of which, three
Tales are added, which were neuer before printed; by
.

John Urry, Student of Chriat-Church, Oxen; together .
w_!th a Glossar~b a student or the Sam$ College
L-Timothy Thomas • To the whole is prefixed the
author's lite
y John Dart; corrected and enlarged
by William Thoma.ii and a preface, ·~ving an a acount
ot this edition by Tijthy Thomas • 'L)/ith portraits
ot Chaucer and o Urry.
pp.--626. l. ~ i:,.intq!i :

L.ondon, 1721.
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